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FORESTRY FILMS
Dr. Nelson T. Samson1
There are numerous films and other visual aids being prepared
throughout the United States today. Many of these are of interest to the
profession of forestry. Their usefulness, and the contribution they can
render to the profession is not being fully realized due to the lack of a
consolidated reference to their location and subject matter. This bibliography is an attempt to make some of this information available to the
practicing forester in a handy, usable form. This publication is the outgrowth of the author's list of films which he has used in his class work.
Additional work by Mr. Roy Gandy 2 led to a mult'lithed version being prepared in 1956, which listed Texas sources primarily. The present publication has extended the sources to include the entire United States. Many
new films, as well as films not listed previously, have been included. Much
of the credit for this expanded version is due to Miss Mary Ann Brooks,
Secretary to the Forestry Department, who has given generously of her
time and energies to the preparation of this bibliogiaphy.
To conserve space, a referencing system has been used. The numbers
listed under source, following the description of the film, refer to the
Source Listing in the front of the guide. For example: "Forest Fire
Fighting in the South," Source: 23-151. In this case, the film may be
obtained from the British Columbia Forest Service or the U. S. Forest
Service. The specific office of the U. S. Forest Service being determined
by your geographic location.
Due to the listing of many sources for the same film, information on
costs and lending requirements has been omitted. Some sources have geographic restrictions which limit the availability of their films. Wherever
possible these have been noted. The listing of any film or company in
this bibliography does not constitute any special endorsement by the Forestry Department or Stephen F. Austin State College. Likewise, listing
in this publication does not obligate any of the sources listed to furnish
films unless they so desire.
Additions, corrections, and suggestions will be deeply appreciated.
Send all material to Dr. Nelson T. Samson, Department of Forestry, Stephen F. Austin State College, Nacogdoches, Texas.

lAssociate Professor of Forestry, Department of Forestry, Stephen F. Ausitn
State College.
sUndergraduate student, Department of Forestry, Stephen F. Austin State
College.
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SOURCES FOR
FORESTRY VISUAL AIDS

Bibliography of Forestry Films

SOURCES
1. ALABAMA POLYTECHNIC
INSTITUTE
Agricultural Extension
Service
Auburn, Alabama
2. ALBANY FELT CO.
Albany, New York
3. ALLIS-CHALMERS MFG.
CO.
800 Young St.
Dallas, Texas
(Contact your nearest Allis-Chalmers dealer.)
4. AMERICAN CYANAMID
CO.
30 Rockefeller PI.
New York 20, New York
5. AMERICAN FOREST
PRODUCTS INDUSTRIES
1816 N. St. NW.
Washington 6, D. C.
6. AMERICAN MUSEUM OF
NATURAL HISTORY
79th St. and Central Park
West
New York, New York
7. AMERICAN NATURE
ASSOC.
1214 Sixteenth St. N.W.
Washington, D. C.
8. AMERICAN PULPWOOD
ASSOC.
220 E. 42nd St.
New York 17, New York
9. AMERICAN WALNUT MFG.
ASSOC.
666 North Lake Shore Dr.
Chicago 11, Illinois
10. APPLETON COATED
PAPER CO., THE
Appleton, Wisconsin
11. ARIZONA STATE
COLLEGE
Audio-Visual Aids
Tempe, Arizona
12. ARKANSAS STATE DEPT.
OF EDUCATION
Audio-Visual Service
Little Rock, Arkansas

(Available only to Arkansas public schools, programs related to public
schools and state colleges.
Films are available only by
order of the school audiovisual coordinator or the
administrator.)
13. ARKANSAS STATE
TEACHERS COLLEGE
Conway, Arkansas
14. ASSOCIATED COOPERAGE
INDUSTRIES OF AMERICA
408 Olive St.
St. Louis 2, Missouri
15. ASSOCIATION FILMS, INC.
799 Stevenson St.
San Francisco, California
561 Hillgrove Ave.
La Grange, Illinois
Broad at Elm
Ridgefield, New Jersey
1108 Jackson St.
Dallas, Texas
16. ASSOCIATION OF FILM
LIBRARIES
13 East 37th St.
New York 16, New York
17. BAILEY FILMS
6509 De Longpre Ave.
Hollywood, California
18. BEMIS BRO. BAG CO.
604 South 4th St.
Minneapolis 15, Minnesota
19. BIRD & SON, INC.
East Walpole, Mass.
20. BOISE CASCADE CORP.
Box 200
Boise, Idaho
21. BOISE JUNIOR COLLEGE
Educational Film Library
Boise, Idaho
22. BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
2 Park Ave.
New York, New York
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23. BRAY STUDIOS, THE
729 Seventh Ave.
New York 19, New York
24. BRITISH COLUMBIA
FOREST SERVICE
Dept. of Lands & Forests
Victoria, British Columbia
.:.
(Applications for f i l m s
should be made to the Chief
Forester, B. C. Forest
Service, Victoria, B . C.,
marked "Attention: Public Relations Division.")
25. BROWN CO.
Berlin, New Hampshire
26. BRUNSWICK PULP &
PAPER CO.
Brunswick, Georgia
27. CALIFORNIA REDWOOD
ASSOC.
405 Montgomery St.
San Francisco 4, California
28. CAMP MFG. CO.
Franklin, Virginia
29. CANADIAN CONSULATE
215 International Trade Mart
New Orleans 12, Louisiana
30. CATERPILLAR TRACTOR
CO.
Peoria, Illinois
(Contact your nearest Cat; ;,
erpillar Tractor dealer.)
31. CENTRAL AIRCRAFT CO.
Yakima, Washington
32. CENTRAL MICHIGAN
COLLEGE
Bureau of Audio-Visual Aids
Mount Pleasant, Michigan
33. CENTRAL WASHINGTON
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Office of Visual Education
Ellensburg, Washington
34. CHAMPION PAPER &
FIBRE CO.
Hamilton, Ohio
35. CHICAGO TRIBUNE
Public Sevice Office
. 3 3 W. Madison
Chicago 11, Illinois
36. CIVIL AERONAUTICS
'" "''•• ADMINISTRATION FILM
CENTERS
Advisor in Aviation Education

Civil Aeronautics Administration
(Include name of city and
state listed below.)
Federal Bldg.
New York International
Airport
Jamaica, Long Island, New
York
P. O. Box 1689
Fort Worth 1, Texas
Ninth Floor
City Hall Bldg.
Kansas City 6, Missouri
5651 West Manchester Ave.
Los Angeles 45, California

37.

38.

39.

40.
41.

42.

P. 0. Box 440
Anchorage, Alaska
P. O. Box 4009
Honolulu 12, T. H.
Washington Film Center
Civil Aeronautics Adminstration, w-59
Washington 25, D. C.
(Note: Write to the
Washington, D. C., office
directly for films listed
as available from "Washington Office only.")
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
School of Education
Clemson, South Carolina
COLONIAL FILM &
EQUIPMENT CO.
71 Walton St., N.W.
Atlanta, Georgia
COLORADO A & M COLLEGE
Visual Aid Service
Fort Collins, Colorado
CONNOR LUMBER &
LAND CO.
Wausau, Wisconsin
CONSERVATION FOUNDATION
30 East 40th St.
New York City, New York
CORLEY MFG. CO.
P. O. Box 471
Chattanooga, Tennessee

Bibliography of Forestry Films
43. CORNELL UNIVERSITY
New York State College of
Agriculture
Film Library
Ithaca, New York
44. CORONET INSTRUCTIONAL FILMS
Coronet Bldg.
65 E. S. Water St.
Chicago 1, Illinois
45. CROWN ZELLERBACH
CORP.
343 Sansome St.
San Francisco, California
46. DAVEY TREE EXPERT CO.
Kent, Ohio
(Distribution of films is
free, but is confined to the
eastern half of United
States only.)

53. ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA FILM LIBRARIES
1150 Wilmette Ave.
Wilmette, Illinois
(Regional Offices:)
1123 Central Ave.
Wilmette, Illinois
7421 Park Ave.
Minneapolis, Minnesota
4902 Argyle St.
Dearborn, Michigan
463 West Main St.
Kent, Ohio
202 East 44th St.
New York 17, New York
161 Massachusetts Ave.
Boston 15, Massachusetts

47. WILLIAM M. DENNIS
Film Libraries
2506% W. Seventh St.
Los Angeles, California

1414 Dragon St.
Dallas 2, Texas

48. DEPT. OF INLAND
FISHERIES & GAME
Augusta, Maine

7250 MacArthur Blvd.
Oakland, California

49. DEPT. OF NORTHERN
AFFAIRS & NATIONAL
RESOURCES
Forestry Branch
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
50. DOUGLAS FIR PLYWOOD
ASSOC.
301 Tacoma Bldg.
Tacoma 2, Washington
(All DFPA films are now
distributed by Modern
Talking Picture Service
with offices in 28 major
major cities. Bookings
should be arranged through
the Modern Library serving your area. See source
98.)
51. DOW CHEMICAL CO.
Public Relations Dept.
Midland, Michigan
52. EASTERN NEW MEXICO
UNIVERSITY
Film Library
Portales, New Mexico

5625 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood 28, California

2129 N. E. Broadway
Portland 8, Oregon
277 Pharr Road NE.
Atlanta, Georgia
54. EYE GATE HOUSE, INC.
2716 41st Ave.
Long Island City, New York
55. FARM FILM FOUNDATION
1731 Eye St., NW.
Washington 6, D. C.
56. FILM CLASSIC EXCHANGE
81G3 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood, California
57. FINE HARDWOODS
ASSOC.
66 N. Lake Shore Dr.
Chicago 11, Illinois
58. FIR DOOR INSTITUTE
1205 Rust Bldg.
Tacoma 2, Washington
59. FIRE-FIGHTING FILMS
74 President St.
New Rochelle, New York
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60. FLORIDA STATE
UNIVERSITY
Audio-Visual Center
Tallahassee, Florida
61. FOLDING PAPER BOX
ASSOC.
337 W. Madison St.
Chicago 6, Illinois
62. FOREST INDUSTRIES
INFORMATION COM•.-.". MITTEE OF MINNESOTA
516 Lyceum Bldg.
Duluth 2, Minnesota
63. GILBERT PAPER CO.
Menasha, Wisconsin
64. P. H. GLATFELTER CO.
Spring Grove, Pennsylvania
651-GLENDALE PUBLIC
LIBRARY
319 E. Harvard St.
Glendale, California
66. HAMMERMILL PAPER CO.
East Lake Rd.
Erie, Pennsylvania
6T.1 HARDWOOD PLYWOOD
. INSTITUTE
600 South Michigan Ave.
Chicago 5, Illinois
68. HOMELITE CORP.
167 Leslie St.
Dallas, Texas
09. F. C. HUYCK & SONS
; Kenwood Mills
Albany 1, New York
70. HYSTER CO.
it .1800 North Adams St.
Peoria 1, Illinois
71. IDEAL PICTURES
2161 Shattuck Ave.
Berkeley, California
(Regional Offices)
714 Eighteenth St.
Denver, Colorado
52 Auburn Ave. NE.
Atlanta, Georgia
1205 Commerce St.
Dallas, Texas
72. INDIANA FARM BUREAU
CO-OP ASSOC.
" 47 South Pennsylvania St.
Indianapolis, Indiana

73. INDIANA FILM LIBRARY
Indiana, Pennsylvania
74. INDIANA STATE
TEACHERS COLLEGE
Audio-Visual Center
Terre Haute, Indiana
75. INDIANA UNIVERSITY
Audio-Visual Center
Bloomington, Indiana
76. INSTITUTIONAL CINEMA
SERVICE, INC.
1560 Broadway
New York, New York
77. INSULATION BOARD
INSTITUTE
111 West Washington St.
Chicago 2, Illinois
78. INTERNATIONAL FILM
BUREAU
20 West 55th St.
New York, New York
(Regional Office)
57 East Jackson Blvd.
Chicago, Illinois
79. INTERNATIONAL
HARVESTER CO.
180 North Michigan Ave.
Chicago 1, Illinois
(Contact your International Harvester dealer.)
80. INTERNATIONAL PAPER
CO.
220 East 42nd St.
New York, New York
81. JAM HANDY ORGANIZATION
2821 East Grand Blvd.
Detroit 11, Michigan
(Branch offices in Chicago,
Dayton, Hollywood, California, and New York)
82. JOHN DEERE CO.
Moline, Illinois
(Contact your nearest John
Deere dealer.)
83. KENT STATE UNIVERSITY
Audio-Visual Center
Kent, Ohio
84. KIMBERLY-CLARK CORP.
Woodlands Dept.
Neenah, Wisconsin

Bibliography of Forestry Films
85. KNOWLEDGE BUILDERS
Visual Education Bldg.
Floral Park, New York

Mr. Taylor Hoynes
Colonial Films
71 Walton St.
Atlanta, Georgia

86. LOCKE FILMS, INC.
124 West South St.
Kalamazoo, Michigan
(Michigan and Indiana
•••I : only)

Mr. Charles Pacey
8601 London Lane
Fort Worth, Texas

81. LOUISIANA STATE
UNIVERSITY
Agricultural Extension
Service
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
88. MACHINE MFG. CO.
Talladega, Alabama
89. MACWHYTE CO.
Public Relations Manager
Kenosha, Wisconsin
90. MAHOGANY ASSOC., INC.
75 East Wacker Dr.
Chicago 1, Illinois
91. MASONITE CORP.
Ill West Washington St.
Chicago 2, Illinois
92. MASSACHUSETTS MOTION PICTURE SERVICE
35 Market St.
''Lynil, Massachusetts
93. MICHIGAN DEPT. OF
CONSERVATION
Lansing, Michigan
(Out-of-State loans are
limited to June, July,
August and December.)
94. MICHIGAN STATE
UNIVERSITY
Audio-Visual Center
East Lansing, Michigan
95. MID ATLANTIC FILMS
Film Center
Lyons, Wisconsin
(Territorial representatives
are:)
Mr. Paul Cox
Coast Visual Education Co.
5620 N. Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, California
Mr. Ted Moorhouse
Moorhouse Associates
516—5th Ave.
. New York City, New York
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96. MISSISSIPPI FORESTRY
COMMISSION
1106 Woolfolk
State Office Bldg.
Jackson, Mississippi
97. MIS^SPT^PT STATE DEPT.
OF EDUCATION
Division of Instruction
Audio-Visual Education
Jackson, Mississippi
98. MODERN TALKING PICTURE SERVICE, INC.,
LIBRARIES
Atlanta 8, Ga.
714 Spring St., NW.
Boston 16, Mass.
235 Stuart St.
Buffalo 2, N. Y.
122 W. Chippewa St.
Cedar Rapids, la.
701 Third Ave.
Charlotte 6, N. C.
501 N. College St.
Chicago 11, 111.
216 E. Superior St.
Cincinnati 2, O.
9 Garfield Place
Cleveland 14, 0.
1008 Superior Ave.
Dallas 7, Tex.
1308 Slocum St.
Denver 3, Colo.
28 E. Ninth Ave.
Detroit 1, Mich.
4754 Woodward Ave.
Harrisburg, Pa.
928 N. Third St.
Houston 2, Texas.
2813 San Jacinto St.
Indianapolis 4, Ind.
102 E. Vermont St.
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Kansas City 5, Mo.
1321 Main St.
Los Angeles 57, Calif.
2400 W. Seventh St.
Memphis 4, Tenn.
210 S. Cleveland St.
Milwaukee 2, Wis.
1696 N. Astor St.
Minneapolis 3, Minn.
1114 Nicollet Ave.
New Orleans 12, La.
815 Poydras St.
New York 23, N. Y.
21 W. 60th St.
Omaha 2, Neb.
1410 Howard St.
Philadelphia 7, Pa.
243 S. Broad St.
Pittsburg 19, Pa.
210 Grant St.
St. Louis 5, Mo.
621 N. Skinker Blvd.
San Francisco 5, Calif.
444 Mission St.

Seattle 5, Wash.
5514 University Way
Washington 5, D. C.
903 15th St. NW.
99. MONTANA STATE
COLLEGE
Extension Service
Publications Dept.
Bozeman, Montana
100. MONTANA STATE DEPT.
OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
Montana State Film Library
Helena, Montana
101. MOVIES U. S. A., INC.
729 Seventh Ave.
New York 19, New York
102. MUSTANG TRACTOR &
EQUIPMENT
P. 0. Box 1173
7777 Washington Ave.
Houston 1, Texas
103. NAPA COUNTY SCHOOLS
Instructional Materials
Center

1436 Polk St.
Napa, California
104. NATIONAL FILM BOARD
OF CANADA
630—5th Ave., Suite 658
New York 20, New York
105. NATIONAL LUMBER MFG.
ASSOC.
1319 Eighteenth St., NW.
Washington 6, D. C.
106. NEKOOSA-EDWARDS
PAPER CO.
Port Edwards, Wisconsin
107. NEW MEXICO A & M
COLLEGE
State College, New Mexico
U. S. Dept. of Agriculture
Extension Service
New Mexico College of A
& M
State College, New Mexico
(Other film sources)
Visual-Aids Bureau
Eastern New Mexico
University
Portales, New Mexico
Audio-Visual-Aids Bureau
Extension Division
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Film Dept.
Museum of New Mexico
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Soil Conservation Service
Box 1354
Albuquerque, New Mexico
108. NEW YORK BOTANICAL
GARDEN
Bronx Park
New York City 58, New York
109. NEW YORK STATE DEPT.
OF COMMERCE
Film Library
40 Howard St.
Albany, New York
(Distribution generally
restricted to New York)
110. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
Washington Square
New York 3, New York

Bibliography of Forestry Films
111. NORTHEASTERN LUMBER MFGRS. ASSOC.
271 Madison Ave.
New York 16, New York
112. OHIO FORESTRY ASSOC.
Columbus 15, Ohio
113. OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
Agricultural Extension
Service
21 Agricultural Administration Bldg.
Columbus, Ohio
114. OKLAHOMA A & M
COLLEGE
Extension Service
Stillwater, Oklahoma
115. OREGON STATE SYSTEM
OF HIGHER EDUCATION
Dept. of Visual Instruction
Corvallis, Oregon
116. OSMOSE WOOD PRESERVING CO.
980 Ellicott St.
Buffalo 9, New York
117. PACIFIC COAST BORAX

CO.

630 Shatto PL
Los Angeles 5, California
118. PANHANDLE A & M
COLLEGE
Goodwell, Oklahoma
119. FIX FILM SERVICE
1205 Main St.
East Hartford, Connecticut
(Other offices)
34 E. Putnam Ave.
Greenwich, Connecticut
Box 15
White Plains, New York
120. POWELL RIVER SALES
CORP.
10 E. 40th St.
New York 16, New York
121. THE PRINCETON FILM
CENTER
Box 431
Princeton, New Jersey
122. PUEBLO JUNIOR COLLEGE
Center of Audio-Visual
Materials
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900 W. Orman Ave.
Pueblo, Colorado
123. PURDUE UNIVERSITY
Film Library
Lafayette, Indiana
124. RARIG MOTION PICTURE
CO.
5510-14 University Way
Seattle, Washington
125. RILCO LAMINATED
PRODUCTS, INC.
W-891 First National Bank
Bldg.
St. Paul, Minnesota
126. ROA'S FILMS
1696 N. Astor St.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
(Wisconsin and upper
Michigan only)
127. ROSEBURG LUMBER CO.
Box 1091
Roseburg, Oregon
128. SCOTT PAPER COMPANY
Chester, Pennsylvania
129. SHOEMAKER MOTION
PICTURE CO.
124 W. Vermont St.
Indianapolis, Indiana
130. SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NEW HAMPSHIRE FORESTS
Concord Film Library
University of New Hampshire
Durham, New Hampshire
131. SOUTHEAST MISSOURI
COOPERATIVE FILM
LIBRARY
Southeast Missouri State
College
Cape Girardeau, Missouri
132. SOUTHERN HARDWOOD
PRODUCERS, INC.
805 Sterick Bldg.
Memphis 3, Tennessee
133. SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY
Audio-Visual Aids
Carbondale, Illinois
134. SOUTHERN PINE ASSOC.
National Bank of Commerce
Bldg.
New Orleans 4, Louisiana
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135. SOUTHERN PULPWOOD
CONSERVATION ASSOC.
1224 Peachtree St., NE.
Atlanta 9, Georgia
136. S9UTHERN UNIVERSITY
Film Library
Southern Branch P. O.
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
(State depository and the
films are for interstate
loan only.)

147. STATE UNIVERSITY OF
IOWA
Extension Division
Bureau of Audio-Visual
Instruction
Iowa City, Iowa

137. SOUTHERN VISUAL
FILMS
686 Shrine Bldg.
Memphis, Tennessee

148. STATE UNIVERSITY OF
NEW YORK
College of Forestry
Dept. of Forest Extension
Syracuse, New York
(Films are available on a
free loan basis to users in
New York; available on
purchase basis for other
parts of the country.)

138. SOUTHWESTERN STATE
COLLEGE
Audio-Visual Education
Weatherford, Oklahoma

149. TENNESSEE VALLEY
AUTHORITY
Film Service
Knoxville, Tennessee

139. STATE COLLEGE OF
WASHINGTON
Audio-Visual Center
i
Pullman, Washington

150. TERMITE INFORMATION
BUREAU
1026 Wayne Ave.
Dayton, Ohio

140. STATE DEPT. OF EDUCATION
Film Library
Dover, Delaware
(Delaware only)

151. TEXAS CHRISTIAN
UNIVERSITY
Audio-Visual Committee
Box 336
Fort Worth, Texas

141. STATE DEPT. OF PUBLIC
INSTRUCTION
Visual Education
Helena, Montana

152. TEXAS FOREST SERVICE

142. STATE FORESTER OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Forestry & Recreation
Commission
Concord, New Hampshire
143. STATE OF WASHINGTON
Division of Safety
Dept. of Labor & Industries
Olympia, Washington
144. STATE TEACHERS
COLLEGE
Audio-Visual Center
Upper Montclair, New Jersey
145. STATE TEACHERS
COLLEGE
California, Pennsylvania
1'46. STATE TEACHERS
COLLEGE
East Stroudsburg, Pennsyl-

Texas Forest Service
A & M College
College Station, Texas
(Addresses of District
Foresters and the counties they serve:)
P. O. Box 328, Linden
(Bowie, Camp, Cass,
Franklin, Harrison,
Marion, Morris, Red
River, Titus, Upshur)
Box 289, Henderson
(Anderson, Cherokee,
Gregg, Panola, Rusk,
Smith, Wood)
P. O. Box 460, Lufkin
(Angelina, Houston,
Nacogdoches, San Augustine, Shelby, Trinity)
P. 0. Box 336, Woodville
(Hardin, Jefferson,
Polk, Tyler)

Bibliography of Forestry Films
Route 3, Box 55A, Kirbyville
(Jasper, Newton,
Orange, Sabine)
Route 1, Box 88, Conroe
(Harris, Liberty,
Montgomery, San
Jacinto, Walker)
153. TH1LMANY PULP &
PAPER CO.
Kaukauna, Wisconsin
154. TIMBER ENGINEERING
CO.
1319—18th St., NW.
Washington 6, D.C.
155. TIMBER STRUCTURES,
INC.
P. O. Box 3782
Portland 8, Oregon
156. UNION BAG AND PAPER
CORP.
233 Broadway
New York, New York
157. U. S. CHAMBER OP
COMMERCE
Educational Dept.
1615 H St., NW.
Washington 6, D. C.
158. U. S. DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE
Motion Picture Service
Washington 25, D. C.
(Application f o r 35mrn
films should be made direct
to Motion Picture Service,
U. S. Dept. of Agriculture,
Washington 25, D. C. or
through the nearest regional office of the Forest
Service. 16mm copies are
available on free loan from
regional offices of the U.
S. Forest Service. Addresses of these offices and
states served are as follows :)
U. S. Forest Service, Federal Bldg., Missoula, Mont.
(Northern Idaho and
Montana)
U. S. Forest Service, Federal Center Bldg. 85, Denver, Colorado
(Colorado, Kansas, Wyoming, Nebraska, and
South Dakota)
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U. S. Forest Service, 510
Second St., NW., Albuquerque, New Mexico
(Arizona and New Mexico)
U. S. Forest Service Bldg.,
Ogden Utah
(Utah, Nevada, and
Southern Idaho)
U. S. Forest Service, 630
Sansome St., San Francisco, California
(California)
U. S. Forest Service, 729
N. E. Oregon St., Portland,
Oregon
(Oregon and Washington )
U. S. Forest Service, Center Bldg., 6816 Market St.,
Upper Darby, Pennsylvania
(Connecticut, Delaware,
Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts,
New Hampshire, NewJersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,
Vermont, Virginia, and
West Virginia)
U. S. Forest Service, 50
Seventh St., NW., Atlanta
23, Georgia
(Alabama, Arkansas,
Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, Noith
Carolina, Oklahoma,
South Carolina, Tennessee, and Texas)
U. S. Forest Service, 623
N. Second St., Milwaukee
3, Wisconsin
(Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Michigan, Minnesota,
Missouri, North Dakota,
Ohio, and Wisconsin)
U. S. Forest Service, Juneau, Alaska
(Alaska)
U. S. Forest Service, Washington 25, D. C.
(District of Columbia)
159. U. S. DEPARTMENT OF
INTERIOR
Geological Survey '•
(Addresses of regional of-
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fices and the states served
are as follows:)
Pacific Region Engineer
U. S. Geological Survey
302 Federal Bldg.
Sacramento 2, California
(Arizona, California,
Idaho, Nevada, Oregon,
Utah, Washington, Hawaii )
Rocky Mountain Region
Engineer
U. S. Geological Survey
Federal Center Bldg. 25
Denver, Colorado
(Alaska, Colorado, Montana, New Mexico, Wyoming)
Central Region Engineer
U. S. Geological Survey
Box 133
Rolla, Missouri
(Arkansas, Illinois, Iowa,
Kansas, Louisiana, Michigan, Missouri, Nebraska,
North Dakota, Oklahoma,
South Dakota, Texas,
Wisconsin)
Map Information Office
U. S. Geological Survey
Washington 25, D. C.
(Alabama, Connecticut,
Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Kentucky,
Maine, Maryland, New
York, North Carolina,
Ohio, Pennsylvania,
South Carolina, Tennessee, Vermont, Virginia,
West Virginia, Puerto
Rico)

160. UNITED WORLD FILMS,
INC.
105 E. 106th St.
New York 29, New York
(Regional Offices)
287 Techwood Dr., NW.
Atlanta, Georgia
542 S. Dearborn St.
Chicago 5, Illinois
2227 Bryan St.
Dallas 1, Texas
6610 Melrose Ave.
Los Angeles 38, California

1311 N. E. Bayshore Dr.
Miami 32, Florida
5023 N. E. Sandy Blvd.
Portland 13, Oregon
161. UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA
Extension Division
Audio-Visual Aids
P. O. Box 1991
University, Alabama
162. UNIVERSITY OF
ARIZONA
Visual Aids Bureau
Tucson, Arizona
163. UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA
University Extension
Visual Instruction
Los Angeles, California
University of California
Extension
Dept. of Visual Education
Berkeley, California
(The film center for the
southern area is the Department of Visual Instruction, University Extension, University of
California, Los Angeles
24, California. All orders originating in the
following counties must
be addressed to this center: Imperial, Inyo,
Kern, Kings, Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside,
San Bernardino, San Diego, San Luis, Obispo,
Santa Barbara, Tulare,
Ventura; also, the states
of Arizona, and New
Mexico. All other requests should be sent to
the Department of Visual Instruction, University Extension Bldg.,
Berkeley 4, California.)
(FILMS AVAILABLE
AT ONE CENTER ONLY)—Duplicates of
most films are kept at
both the Berkeley and
Los Angeles film centers of the Department
of Visual Instruction.
However, some films
are available at one cen-
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ter only, and are so designated in the film description. Needless delay will be avoided by
being sure to order such
film from the center at
which it is available.)
164. UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
Bureau of Audio-Visual
Instruction
Boulder, Colorado
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174. UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
Pulp & Paper Foundation
Orono, Maine
175. UNIVERSITY OF
MARYLAND
Extension Service
Film Library
College Park, Maryland

165. UNIVERSITY OF
CONNECTICUT
Audio-Visual Center
Storrs, Connecticut

176. UNIVERSITY OF
MASSACHUSETTS
Audio-Visual Center
Amherst, Massachusetts
(Only for Massachusetts
organizations interested in
education)

166. UNIVERSITY OF
FLORIDA
General Extension Division
Dept. of Visual Instruction
Gainesville, Floiida

177. UNIVERSITY OF
MICHIGAN
Audio-Visual Education
Center
Ann Arbor, Michigan
(Michigan only)

167. UNIVERSITY OF
FLORIDA
State Forest Ranger School
Lake City, Florida

178. UNIVERSITY OF
MINNESOTA
Agricultural Extension Film
Library
St. Paul Campus
St. Paul, Minnesota
(Minnesota only)

168. UNIVERSITY OF
GEORGIA
Center for Continuing
Education
Athens, Georgia
169. UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO
Agricultural Extension
Division
Film Library
Boise, Idaho
(Idaho only)
170. UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO
Audio-Visual Center
Moscow, Idaho
171. UNIVERSITY OF
ILLINOIS
Visual Aids Service
Champaign, Illinois
173. UNIVERSITY OF
ILLINOIS
Vocational Agriculture
Service
434 Mumford Hall
Urbana, Illinois
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
Audio-Visual Service
South Stevens Hall
Orono, Maine

179. UNIVERSITY OF
MISSOURI
Adult Education & Extension
Service
Visual Education Dept.
Columbia, Missouri
180. UNIVERSITY OF
NEBRASKA
University Extension Division
Bureau of Audio-Visual Aids
Lincoln, Nebraska
181. UNIVERSITY OF NORTH
CAROLINA
Bureau of Audio-Visual
Education
Chapel Hill, North Carolina
182. UNIVERSITY OF
OKLAHOMA
Extension Division
Educational Materials
Services
Audio-Visual Education
Norman, Oklahoma
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183. UNIVERSITY OP SOUTH
CAROLINA
Audio-Visual Aids Bureau
1316 Pendleton St.
Columbia, South Carolina
184. UNIVERSITY OF
TENNESSEE
Division of University
Extension
University Film Library
Box 8540, University Station
Knoxville, Tennessee
185. UNIVERSITY OF
TENNESSEE
Division of University
Extension
West Tennessee Branch Film
Library
Martin, Tennessee
186. UNIVERSITY OF
TENNESSEE
Division of University
Extension
Middle Tennessee Branch
Film Library
2321 West End
Nashville, Tennessee
187. UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS
Visual Instruction Bureau
Austin 12, Texas
188. UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
Extension Division
Audio-Visual Bureau
Salt Lake City, Utah
189. UNIVERSITY OF
VERMONT
Vermont Film Library
Burlington, Vermont
190. UNIVERSITY OF
WASHINGTON
Film Center
I • Seattle, Washington
191. UNIVERSITY OF
WISCONSIN
. Extension Division
Bureau of Visual Instruction
Madison, Wisconsin
192. UNIVERSITY OF
WYOMING
Wyoming Film Library
Laramie, Wyoming
193. VENEER ASSOC., THE
600 South Michigan Ave.
Chicago 5, Illinois

194. VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC
INSTITUTE
Agricultural Extension
Service
Film Library
Blacksburg, Virginia
195. VISUAL EDUCATION
CONSULTANTS, INC.
2066 Helena St.
Madison 4, Wisconsin
196. WASHINGTON IRON
WORKS
1500 Sixth Ave.
South Seattle 4, Washington
197. WEST COAST LUMBERMEN'S ASSOC.
1410 S. W. Morrison St.
Portland 5, Oregon
198. WEST VIRGINIA
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
Audio-Visual Dept.
Morgantown, Virginia
(West Virginia only)
199. WESTERN PINE ASSOC.
510 Yeon Bldg.
Portland 4, Oregon
200. WESTERN RED CEDAR
LUMBER ASSOC.
4403 White-Henry-Stuart
Bldg.
Seattle, Washington
201. WEYERHAEUSER SALES
CO.
Film Service
Tacoma Bldg.
Tacoma, Washington
(Branch offices)
First National Bank Bldg.
St. Paul 1, Minnesota
P. 0. Box 629
Newark, New Jersey
202. WISCONSIN CONSERVATION DEPT.
Room 314
State Office Bldg.
Madison 1, Wisconsin
(Wisconsin, except the
city of Milwaukee)
203. WOODEN BOX INSTITUTE
55 Montgomery St.
San Francisco 5, California
204. YOUNG AMERICAN
FILMS, INC.
18 E. 41st St.
New York 17, New York
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ABC OF FORESTRY

10 min.

Depicts improved forestry methods and practices. Treats the fundamentals of tree growth and structure. Stress is laid upon the utilization of the forest to produce wood products, recreation and economic
stability.
Source: 21-83

ACTIVITIES OF THE T. F. S. (Slides)

30-2x2-color

Color slides pointing- out the major activities of the Texas Forest Service. Also, contains a brief summation of the benefits and values of
Texas forests.
Source: 152

ADVENTURES OF JUNIOR RAINDROP

8 min-16mm-sd-color 1948

Scenes of animated raindrops are supplemented by actual photography
showing the contrasting results of poor and good watershed management.
Source: 13-24-33-94-107-113-131-139-14S-152-158-163-165-168-169-176-177179-180-183-184-187-192-198-202

AERIAL FREIGHT DELIVERY SERIES
CARGOING AND LOADING

20 min-color-1950

Cargoing and loading techniques for airplane dropping of forestfire
fighting supplies and equipment.

CARGO DROPPING

20 min-color-1950

How cargo is dropped to forest fire crews from Ford Trimotor and
DC-3 airplanes.
Source: 158

ALOUETTE

min-16mm-35mm-B&W

An animated forest fire prevention trailer. Includes Smokey Bear
stressing the need for carefulness with fire in or near the woods.
Source: 152

AMERICAN ELM FOR BEAUTY OR BEETLES

22 min-sd-color

Shows presence of many healthy elm trees in the lower Hudson Valley,
where the disease has been present for about twenty years. Also, shows
prevention of spread of disease by destroying the breeding places of
the elm bark beetle, the carrier of the disease.
Source: 43-94-176

AMERICAN SAWMILL, AN

20 min-16mm-sd-color

Is sequent to SAW TIM'BER. Describes the lumber m a n u f a c t u r i n g processes at the Boise Cascade Corporation's Rmmett, Idaho, mill.
Source: 20

color

AMERICAN TREES (Filmstrip)

Makes easy and simple t h e i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of 150 of the most f a m i l i a r
American trees.
Source: 204

AMERICAN WALNUT

22 min-sd-color

Covers history of walnut from prehistoric times to today.
amples of many uses of walnut.
Source: 9

APPLE HARVEST TIME

Shows ex-

17 min-16mm-sd-color

Depicts the use of nailed wooden boxes in harvesting' operations in the
Northwest.
Source: 203

AROUND A GUM TREE

16 min-sd-B&W

Shows the importance of the hardwood gum tree to Australia. Describes
the gum tree in detail and depicts its relationship to the mining, bee:keeping, sheep raising, lumbering, and farming- activities of the Australian economy.
Source: 75

ARTERIES OF LIFE
. L i v i n g Earth Series Part III

11 min-16mm-sd-color

Points out the importance of water in providing topsoil with necessary
moisture, and of forests in storing and regulating the flow of water
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over large areas. Clearly explains the water cycle and the water table,
and describes nature's method of distributing life-giving- water from
forested areas, through the soil, into streams and thence to drier areas
miles away.
Source: 6-11-12-13-32-33-43-53-75-86-94-115-118-122-126-131-139 -147-163165-168-176-177-178-179-180-184-185-186-188-190

AVALANCHES TO ORDER

17 min-sd-B&W

Shows how rangers predict and control avalanches so that skiers will
not be hurt, (lives warning to skiers.
Source: 158

AXE MAN, THE

21 min-color

A safety training- film on correct use and care of the double-bitted axe.
Source: 158

AXEMANSHIP

10 min-sd-B&W

Shows different types of axes and illustrates their proper use and care.
Displays the principles in practice by showing how to chop down a
tree, split logs, and cut firewood.
Source: 75

BABES IN THE WOODS

10 min-sd

Shows members of 4H camp on Panhandle Lake how to take care of
natural resources. Shows how to control the ravages of fire by building
a fire line.
Source: 7-95-126

BALSAM FIR MANAGEMENT—SPRUCE
BUDWORM PROBLEM (Slides)

24-color

Accompanied by a taped recording explaining- management problems.
Source: 84

BASEBALL BAT

12 min-16mm-sd-B&W

The story of skilled workmanship behind the baseball bat. Shows how
the tree is felled, cut into sections and split into billets in the woods,
then shaped on lathes, seasoned, reshaped, sanded, finished, resanded
and refinished to meet the exacting needs of prof epsiora,ls.
Source: 148

BATTLE OF THE BEETLES

15 min-sd-B&W

Englemann spruce bark beetle control project in western Colorado;
damage, control and infestation.
Source: 158

BATTLE OF THE BUDWORM

15 min-color

Battling forest jiest^ with DDT.
Source: 80

BETTER FENCING

22 min-color

Emphasizes the comparison between fence posts treated under pressure with creosote and untreated posts on a cost per post per year
basis. Shows the benefits of using treated posts, has an excellent section on the construction of line fence and the method of putting in
corner and approach posts to give a strong serviceable corner.
Source: 43-198

BIG TIMBER

8 reels

Powerful drama unfolds against the background of the famed Sierra
Nevadas. A young- man. striving to make his place In the lumber
industry finally finds both work and adventure among- the trees he
has grown to love.
Source: 15-76-137

BIRD BUILDING MATERIALS

25 min-sd-color

Trip through Bird mills where dry felt and other wood products are
manufactured into asphalt shingles, roofing and insulating siding.
Source: 19

BIRTH OF A SOUTHERN PINE

15 min-sd-color

Portrays the process of reproducing a pine tree from the seed to the
mature tree.
Source: 87-135

Bibliography of Forestry Films
BLESSINGS OF GRASS

19 min-16mm-sd-B&W

Story of grazing cattle on national forest land.
factors.
Source: 162

BLOCK THAT TERMITE

21
Shows all related

20 min-16mm-sd-B&W-1940

Shows how to prevent termite infestation in new b u i l d i n g s a n r i how
to arrest f u r t h e r damage in termite-infested buildings.
Source: 12- 75-87-107-115-139-150-158-163-168-179 -183-184-19S

BOB JACKSON, GUARDIAN OF THE PINEYWOODS 14 V2 min-sd-color
Shows life of Texas Forest Service erewleader, fire scenes and proper
methods of control.
Source: 152

BOUNTY OF THE FOREST

28 min-sd-color

Brief treatment of natural resources history. Describes modern tree
farming and forest protection. Covers logging, m i l l s , and u t i l i z a t i o n .
Source: 199

BOYS DO THE TALKING, THE

20 min-16mm-sd

A group of the logging boys get together for a safety meeting and
discussion of a recent accident. An old-time logger is skeptical of
safety and its merits and leads the boys into proving safety's- worth.
Source: 143

BRAZILIAN RAIN FOREST

11 min-16mm-color

Importance of water cycle in world's two greatest drainage basins—
Amazon Basin and Paraguay Basin. Examples of primitive Indian
dwells and strange, abundant animal and plant life in Brazilian rain
forest.
Source: 94-95

BREAK YOUR MATCH

1 min-16mm-B&W

How to prevent forest fires by holding your match until it is out, then
breaking it to make certain.
Source: 152

BUDWORM CITY
A very good film on the life cycle and direct control measures (aerial
spraying) of the spruce budworm in Canada.
Source: 31

BUILDING A HOME WITH WESTERN PINES

25 min-sd-B&W

Step by step portrayal of the actual construction of a Cape Cod home
with western pines.
Source: 115-139-190-199

BUILDING THE FIRE LINE

27 min-sd-Kodachrome

Typical fire problem and tactics required by fire boss, foreman and
crews; including locating fire line, choice of control and suppression
measures in Pennsylvania.
Source: 24-158

BUILDING YOUR OWN BOAT

9 min-16mm-sd-color

A young couple find how easy it is to build a boat of their own using
fir plywood and DFPA plans. Other boats made from DFPA plans
are also shown.
Source: 50-98-126

BUILDINGS FOR TOMORROW

21 min-16mm-sd-color

Shows how big, glued laminated timbers are "factory grown" for modern engineered timber construction.
Depicts many building types
using glued laminated wood arches, beams and other structural timbers.
Source: 155

BURN BRUSH SAFELY

1 min-16mm-B&W

An instructional film on how to bu^n brush safely so as to prevent
forest fires.
Source: 152
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BURN TRASH SAFELY
1 min-16mm
Shows all necessary steps for safe trash burning. Following the suggestions in this film will prevent escaped woods and grass fires.
Source: 152

BURNING TEXAS DOLLARS

,. '• :••

3V2 min-16mm-35mm-color

A fire prevention f i l m showing" how everyone is economically affected
by forest fires. Much emphasis is placed upon the methods of fire
f i g h t i n g and upon the duties of those who protect our forests from
fires.
Source: 152

CAMBIO BARKER

4 min-16mm-sil-color

Operation of new machine for debarking pulpwood bolts.
Source: 94

CANT GANG STORY, THE

17 min-eolor

Color f i l m with optical sound. Tells the story of a Georgia operator
who formerly operated two mills and bought rough, green lumber from
several other mills. He installed a :sm,all Linck gangsaw and precants
> • . • , • . with one of Ms circulars.
Interesting first-person
commentary
throughout the film.
Source: 42

CARE AND PRESERVATION OF TREES

15 min-16mm-sd

A tree surgery picture showing the proper trimming and care of trees
. . . . t o make them healthy a n d vigorous.
Source: 147

AND USE OF THE BUCKSAW

13 min-color

Shows selection of frames, tools and equipment for, and how to file
bucksaws.
Source: 25

, OF AXE

12 min-sd-color

Training film in care of axe.
Source: 25

CARGO RETRIEVING
Shows techinques of retrieving from
dropped by parachute to fire crews.
Source: 160

20 min-sd-color-1950
trees, equipment and supplies

CAUTION—MEN IN TREES

13 min-sd

Real life Tarzans of the A s p l u n d h Tree Expert Company of Jenkintown, Pennsylvania. Their jol)—preventing trees, vines and undergrowth from endangering our v i t a l power and communications lines.
Source: 184

• CHAIN SAW SAFETY PAYS OFF

25 min-16mm-color

Shows advantages of the chain saw under actual forest conditions in
felling, lumbering, and bucking trees of all sizes.
Source: 68

CHAIN SAWS PAY OFF ON THE FARM
<".'•'

CHAIN SAWS TURN TREES INTO MONEY
.,

27 min-16mm-color

Points out that the farmers of today are increasing their income by
cultivating trees as a cash crop. Photographed on location on farms
and in forests and logging camps of Maine, Pennsylvania, New York,
South Carolina and Georgia. Shows how the farmers use the chain
saw and its various attachments to increase their earning power.
Shows how the farmer fells, limbs, and bucks his trees into pulpwood
lengths. Includes chain saw maintenance and safety portions made
in cooperation with the American Tulpwood Association
. Source: 55-68

30 min-16mm-sd-B&W

Shows how to use the sponsor's chain saw. Offers suggestions for
making a woodlot profitable by selective cutting, t h i n n i n g out weed
trees, and replanting- programs. Fine shots of tree felling Instructive
and revealing sicleligjhts on forestry and safety practices
Source: 1-43-68
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17 min-16mm-sd-color

The story of the plant community of dwarf trees adapted to the dry
foothills of the western United States. Importance as a watershed,
conserving the snow and rain water and holding back the rocky soil
to prevent flood and devastation in the lower valleys.
Source: 163.

CHAPARRAL, THE ELFIN FOREST

15 min-color-1954

Source: 65

CHESTNUT BLIGHT (Filmstrip)

single frame

Source: 169

CHRISTMAS GIFTS FROM TREES

15 min.

(Magnetic Tape)
Source: 74

CHRISTMAS TREE INDUSTRY

35 frames-sil-color

Shows culture and harvest of Christmas trees and how the trees are
grown, cut, transported. Identifies popular kinds of Christmas trees.
Source: 81

CLEARING THE WAY

11 min-color

High-speed clearing'—brush to timber—by tractors with cables
enormous steel "high balls."
Source: 3-115

COATING PAPER THE APPLETON WAY

and

30 min-sd-color

Manufacturing process and laboratory controls followed in production
of coated papers.
Source: 10

COCONUT TREE—SOURCE OF WEALTH

10 min-sd B&W

S'hcws the coconut tree and its importance in relation to India's economy. Explains many uses of the coconut tree.
Source: 6-71-75-177

COLOUR OF LIFE, THE

24 min-color-B&W

Probes into the perennial miracle that lies behind the growth of a
seedling-, the seasonal upsurge of life in a forest giant, and the mysterious alchemy of a single leaf. Reveals the silent, methodical way
in which nature clothes her woodlands in the verdant green of springtime and the flaming riot of autumn.
Source: 47

COMING OUT OF THE WOODS
The story of research
Source: 154

in

22 min-sd-color

lumber and wood products development.

COMMON BROADLEAF TREES OF MINNESOTA (Slides)
32 color
Similar to set on evergreens. Includes the broadleaf trees.
Source: 178

COMMON ERRORS IN FIGHTING FOREST FIRES

16mm-r,d-B&W

A training film. Devoted to exposing many of the common errors in
organization, training, and attack of a fire-fighting crew.
Source: 24

COMMON EVERGREEN TREES OF MINNESOTA (Slides)

24-color

Shows the characteristics of evergreens including general shape, leaves,
and bark.
Source: 178

COMMON INSECTS (Slides)

12-color

Some of the common destructive insects of this region.
useful for identification purposes.
Source: 178

COMMUNITY FORESTS, A LOCAL ASSET
(Filmstrip)

Could be very

78 frames-sil-B&W

Shows a historical reserve of a c o m m u n i t y forest in Danville. New

r
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Hampshire. Shows how c o m m u n i t y cooperation has helped to prefarm a 75-acre tract of land.
Source: 60-107-152-158

16 min-16mm-sd-coloi'

CONIFER TREES OF THE PACIFIC
NORTHWEST

School boy and girl notice carefully the general shape of a Douglas
fir, grand fir, Pacific silver fir, alpine fir, western hemlock, Sitka
spruce, western red cedar, lodgepole pine and ponderosa pine, bark
and needles.
Source: ]90

CONSERVATION ROAD

22 min-16mm-sd-1947

Shows the historical depletion of our mighty forest lands and stresses
the great need for wise use of our natural resources.
Source: 75-119-126-131-147-161-163-165-177-180

CONSERVATION TODAY ABUNDANCE
TOMORROW

65 frames-single-color

Shows correlation between the preservation of natural resources and
our wildlife.
Source: 38

CONTAINER ON WHEELS, THE

25 min-sd-color

Shows the use, handling- and care of wooden barrels in various i n d u s tries.
Source: 14

CONTROLLING THE SPRUCE BUDWORM

20 min-16mm-sd-color

Uses of the airplane in spraying huge areas of Oregon's timbered lands
in an effort to control this pest.
Source: 190

CORLEY COST CUTTING TRIO, THE

10 min-color

Tells about the Corley Manufacturing Company's automatic log deck
equipment which includes the Corley hydraulic log turner, hydraulic
•stop and loader and the Corley electric live deck. Film, originally
made silent with explanatory titles.
Commentary. May be shown
silent or on a magnetic sound projector.
Source: 42

COWICHAN LOG

24 min-16mm-sil-color

Logging at Cowichan, Vancouver Island. Scenes of logging operations,
natural forest reproduction, forest fires, and wildlife. Lesson on forestry as recounted by an o l d - t i m e logger.
Source: 24

CRIMES OF CARELESSNESS

11 min-16mm-sd

Depicts the a p p a l l i n g loss of life and property which results from preventable fires. Illustrates unsafe practices which cause fires; safe
ways of doing the same things.
Source: !42-147-180-192

DAYS OF A TREE

28 min-16mm-sd-color-B&W-1956

A boy and his dad learn f i r s t - h a n d the effects of repeated forest fires
on fishing streams. They visit a State Forest Service Station and learn
of the f i r e prevention and control measures constantly underway by
state, private and federal conservation agencies to keep fires out of
America's forests.
Source: 43-158-176

DEAD OUT

20 min-16mm-sd color

The causes and effects of careless burning, as well as simple ways
to keep fire under control.
Source: 152-158

DEEP ROOTS

39 min-16mm-sd-color

A tale of how the paper industry developed the use of pine in papermaking- and how pine timberlands everywhere created a new and better life for folks in the South.
Source: 34-98-152
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13% min-16mm-sd-color

Story of good architectural design and planning of homes for modern,
convenient living with emphasis on the use of certain insulation board
materials, particularly insulation sheathing in such homes.
Source: 77

DESIGNED TO GO PLACES

25 min-16mm-sd-color

Shows the development of a packaging problem from design laboratory
to consumer. How International Paper Company developed containers
to ship nails and refrigerators. How it pioneered the use of corrugated
containers for citrus and many other items.
Source: 80

DESTRUCTIVE INVADER

13 min-sd-color

Shows effects of white pine blister rust on white pine forests of eastern Washington, Idaho and western Montana, and efforts being made
in these regions to control and eradicate the disease.
Source: 158-169

DEVELOPING PEDIGREE TREES

18% min-sd-color

Deals with forest tree research in its most basic phases and points
out possibilities for development of better trees. Photography by
Charlie Shotts in the I&E Department of the Mississippi Forestry Commission. Script and other work by Hoy Grigsby.
Source: 96

DO IT WITH E'S

27 min-sd-color

The three B's of safety—education, engineering, and enforcement are
demonstrated by practical examples.
Source: 158

DON'T BLAME LIGHTNING

min-16mm-B&W

Animal cartoon with some live scenes. Rules of safety in the woods.
Source: 152

DON'T LET IT HAPPEN

10 min-16mm-sd-B&W-1950

A documentary record of the Maine forest fire in 1947. Shows how
the fire started, spread, and destroyed farms, villages and forests before it was brought under control. Same film as THEN IT HAPPENED.
Source: 158-160

DOORWAY TO HAPPINESS, THE

30 min-sd-color

Views of logging giant Douglas f i r . Factory scenes of door production. Proper new entrances of homes.
Source: 58

DOWN TO CASINGS

16mm-color

Shows the high points of rayon in regard to tire construction.
pared by the American Rayon I n s t i t u t e .
Source: 80

DUTCH ELM DISEASE

Pre-

11 min-sd-color

Canadian film showing disease symptoms caused by fungus infection,
the native bark beetle which spreads the f u n g u s , scouting operations
to detect trees suspected of f u n g u s disease, laboratory tests necessary
to confirm the disease fung'us, restricted use of sprays, methods of
checking spread of the disease and the urgency of prompt cooperation
in adequate sanitation measures designed to save the elms.
Source: 104-176

EASIER WAYS OF LOGGING

26 min-16mm-sd-color-1952

Shows how woods work can be made more efficient, easier, and safer.
Filmed in eastern United States.
Source: 43-123-158-171-176-179-194-198

ELECTION DAY

1 min-16mm-B&W

A TV fire prevention trailer designed for use at election time.
Source: 152

ELEMENTARY CONSERVATION SERIES, THE

16mm

Highly provocative in use of both live photography and animation.
Represents a step forward in visual education aids by use of a unique
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device to secure audience participation.

1. YOUR FRIEND THE WATER: POLLUTION
2. YOUR FRIEND THE SOIL: EROSION
3. YOUR FRIEND THE FOREST: FIRE AND WILDLIFE
Souvce: 53

9 reels-16mm-sd-technicolor

ENCHANTED FOREST, THE

Touching and tender story of a child, lost in the woods, who is adopted
by a wise old hermit who opens the boy's eyes and ears to the wonderful sights and sounds of the enchanted forest. Animal actors collaborate with humans in the unfolding of a poignant drama. A film with
the heart-tug and imaginative appearance of a Disney feature come
to life—a nerfect synchronization of color, music and story.
Source: 76-86

ENCHANTED RIVER, THE

10 mm-16mm-sd-B&W

Simon, the honest woodsman, has his choice of a silver axe or a golden
axe. Chose neither, and asked only for his own plain axe.
Source: 162-180

22-color

ENEMIES OF THE FOREST (Slides)
Damage of fire, insects, wildlife, weather, and man's
Source: 152

ENEMY IS FIRE, THE

carelessness.

25 min-16mm-color

Shows methods of organizing a logging operation for the prevention
and suppression of fire. Considers such factors as temperature and
humidity.
Source: 124

ENGINEERED TIMBER CONSTRUCTION

14 min-lGmrn-sd-color

Enlightening and e n t e r t a i n i n g film presentation of the use of timber
connectors in broadening the applications of engineering principles
to wood construction. Shows and describes each type of TKCO timber
connector, and how each functions in permitting more efficient use
of wood in light and heavy construction.
Source: 23-154

EVERYMAN'S EMPIRE

18 min-16mm-sd-color-1948

Shows and explains the values and resources of the U. S. National
Forests—lumber reserves, storehouses of water, grasslands for grazing, refuge for wildlife, and recreational facilities.
Source: 1 -1 3-3 "--;!!-65-75-;; 7- n "- ' r, -1 39-1 48-1 52-1 58-1 60-162-163-168169-171-176-180-182-183-184-187-192-198

EVIL, ALLIANCE, AN

22 min-16mm-sil

A presentation of science's b a t t l e against a fungus disease of
Norway pine which is borne by the black beetle.
Source: 198

EXTRA FOREST DOLLARS

the

13 min-16mm-sd-color-B&W-1952
stuff-

Shows the sources of p r o d u c t s not usually linked with forest
ing for f u r n i t u r e , candy, cascara, etc.
Source: 43-100-141-158-163-187

FABRICATING THE WESTERN PINES

35 min-16mm-sd-B&W

Portrayal of the fabrication and assembly of sash, doors, frames, and
screens as made from western pines.
Source: 60-115-139-170-199

FACES AND FIGURES

26 min-16mm-sd-color

The story of hardwood plywood f r o m forest to user, picturing many
a p p l i c a t i o n - : in f u r n i t u r e for p a n e l l i n g and other purposes.
Source: 67

FACES AND FIGURES

30 min-16mm-sd-color

Story of foreign and domestic cabinet woods from forest to final use
Source: 57-183
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FACTS ABOUT OUR FORESTS, PART I—
26 frames-sil-B&W
FOREST TYPES OF EASTERN UNITED STATES (Filmstrip)
Views of forests, lumbering-, and paper m a n u f a c t u r i n g in the eastern
United States.
Source: 60

FACTS ABOUT OUR FORESTS, PART II—
36 frames-s:l-B&W
FOREST TYPES OF WESTERN UNITED STATES (Filmstrip)
Views of forests and the lumbering industry in western United States.
Source: 60

FACTS ABOUT OUR FORESTS, PART III—
PRODUCTS AND CONSERVATION (Filmstrip)

29 frames-sil-B&W

Views of forests, lumbering, and t u r p e n t i n e processing and various
commercial uses of lumber.
Source: 60

FALLING AND BUCKING TIMBER

15 min-16mm-sd-color

Describes the proper methods used in the Pacific Northwest to fall
and buck timber in new timber, burned over areas, hillsides, and blasting1 snags. Excellent refresher for experienced loggers. Gives positive
instruction to new workers.
Source: 124

FALLING TIMBER

22 min-16mm-color

A training' and safety film shot in the deep woods of the Northwest
timber region especially for lumber camps, but of great interest as a
vocational film.
Source: 124

FAMOUS FOREST TREES (Filmstrip)

50 frames-sil-B&W

Tells about the various types of trees that are found on different
altitude levels. Discusses the different pine cones that can be found
in a forest.
Source: 60

FAMOUS TREES IN THE UNITED STATES

80 frames-B&W-1939

Shows trees that commemorate events in history and life, trees noted
for size, age or unusual form, trees planted by far-sighted early national leaders.
Source: 60-158-169

FARM AND THE FARM WOODS, THE
(Slidefilm)

48 fvames-sil-B&W-1942

Shows farm woods to be as much a crop-producing unit as any other
part of the farm. Proper care and management of woods yield high
quality products for home use and for sale.
Source: 60-107-152-158

FARM FORESTRY EXTENSION IN THE
U. S. (Filmstrip)

69 frames-35mm-B&W-1936

Prepared in cooperation with the Forest Service and the State Agricultural Extension Services. Illustrates several of the more important
phases of farm-forestry work conducted by State Extension Foresters
and County Agents.
Source: 107-158

FARM FORESTRY IN THE SOUTH

64 frames-sil-B&W-1937

Shows the kinds of trees found in the South and explains their usage
and values in f a r m woodlands.
Source: 60-158

FARM WOODLOT MANAGEMENT

14% min-sd-B&W

Shows the services available, and some of the techniques for handling
the problem of farm woodlots in the state of Michigan.
Source: 93

FELT APPLICATIONS (Slidefilm)

84 scenes-20 min-sd-color

Companion piece to SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING FELT PERFORMANCE.
Source: 2

r
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50,000 WINDOWS

22 min-16mm-sd-color

Spinning and dyeing of paper into yarn and the manufacture of open
mesh paper produce bags.
Source: 18

FIGHTING FIRE IN WEST COAST WOODS
(Slides)

35-2x2-Kodachrome

Slides are accompanied by a teacher's manual containing description of
each slide and reference material. (Available to Washington, Oregon
and northern California public schools. Others should inquire regarding availability and cost.)
Source: 115-197

FIGHTING FOREST FIRES WITH HAND TOOLS

21 min-16mm-color

Instructional film demonstrating the use of hand tools in fighting a
forest fire. Indentifies the various tools, "with advice on proper handling. Shows tools in actual use in the hands of a competent firefighting crew who extinguish a fire outbreak. Demonstrates modern
innovations such as walkie-talkie communication. Describes methods of
back firing. Demonstrates the thoroughness necessary in "moppingup" to prevent a renewed outbreak,
Source: 47-49

FIGHTING FOREST FIRES WITH POWER
PUMPS

22 min-16mm-sd-color

An instructional film on the use of power pumps in forest fire f i g h t i n g Describes various types of portable equipment, the operation of a
gasoline pump, and how power equipment can quickly suppress a fire.
Gives precautions to observe in handling hose and equipment and the
effective use of varying pressures and volumes of water.
Source: 24-47-49

FIGHTING LARGE FIRES IN BRUSH
AND GRASS

30 min-sd-color-1947

Shows planning and execution of methods of attack, assignment of men
and equipment in western Utah.
Source: 158-177

FIGHTING THE TREE KILLER

29 rain-color

Documentary of Targhee-Tetpn beetle control project in 1948. Shows
how epidemics of mountain pine beetle are handled. Emphasizes spotting and treatment techniques.
Source: 158

FIRE CALL

14 y2 min-16mm-sd-color

Shows old and new methods of preventing and controlling forest fires.
Encourages forest fire control.
Source: 135-152-158-168

FIRE IN THE FOREST
General information on forest fire
Fuel, weather, and slope.
Source: 94-158

22 min-sd-color
behavior in northeastern states.

FIRE! PATTY LEARNS WHAT TO DO

16 min-16mm-color

What happens when a fire which burned f i f t y homes is stopped at the
door of the Garman home. What to do in case of fire.
Source: 177

FIRE WEATHER

14 min-16mm-sd-B&W

Explains how the U. S. Weather Bureau gathers forest fire weather
date and distributes warnings of fire hazards.
Source: 1-33-87-124-162-168-177-179-183-184-192-198

FIRE WEATHER

25 min-color

Filmed in the forests of Washington and Oregon showing how hunters
fishermen, campers, picnickers, can cooperate with forest operators
in prevention of forest fires. Also, explains the influence of weather
on fire conditions.
Source: 87-124-192-197
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29
16mm-1956

Covers a number of the early stages of development of Pirebrake as a
chemical fire retardant. Does not include the latest and most spectacular developments in its wide field use by aircraft. Is most interesting
in illustrating new development in wild land fire control.
Source: 117

FIREMEN TRAINING SLIDES SERIES

100-2x2

Shows all phases of launching an attack on forest fires.
Texas Forest Service personnel only.
Source: 152

FIRM FOUNDATION, A

Intended for

24 min-16mm-sd-color

How good forest management and the company's operations combine
to make many useful products from wood.
Source: 28

FIRST JOB, THE—CONSERVATION

27 min-16mm-sd-Kodachrome

Includes flood control, planned conservation and the development of
natural recreational areas as carried out by the famous Muskingum
Conservancy District in Ohio, reforestation practices and programs, trees
in controlling erosion, forest fire protection, shade tree preservation, the
significance of historic trees, the word of Louis Bromfield in restoring
worn out lands, the importance to America of preserving the balance
of nature. Prepared with the special cooperation of the Muskingum
Conservancy District and the Ohio Department of Natural Resources.
Source: 46

FLATBOATMEN OF THE FRONTIER

10 min-16mm-B&W

Portrays an important phase of the American pioneer agricultural
economy of early 19th century. Shows the Ohio Valley farmers as they
fell trees, prepare the lumber, and build a flatboat which will carry
their produce down the river to the market.
Source: 1]-12-53-147-162-176-183-188-192-198

FLATBOATMEN OF THE FRONTIER
(Filmstrip)

75 frames-sil-B&W

Portrays an important phase of the American pioneer agricultural
economy of early 19th century. Shows the Ohio Valley farmers as they
fell trees, prepare the lumber, and build a flatboat which will carry
their produce down the river to the market.
Source: 53-60

FLIPPER RETURNS

1 min-16mm-B&W

Flipper learns his lesson in forest fire prevention, and demonstrates
his new knowledge.
Source: 152

FLORIDA'S FOREST RANGER SCHOOL

15 min-color

Tells the story of the Forest Ranger School at Lake City, Florida.
Involves the instructional program, both theoretical and field instruction, as well as the daily routine of the students. Involves the recreational aspects of a student's life wherein emphasis is given liberally
to the many outdoor recreational facilities in and around Lake City.
Source: 167

FOREST AND CONSERVATION, A

11 min-16mm-sd-color

Shows forest conservation measures employed by a progressive lumber
camp and by the government. Shows correct logging procedure with
emphasis on reduction of waste. Gives a planned reforestation program from planting of seedlings to care of mature trees. Outlines
methods of fire fighting and f i r e prevention.
Source: 133-147-171

FOREST AND ITS IMPORTANCE, THE
(Filmstrip)

54 frames-single-color

Shows the extent of the forestry business, the major products received
from forests along with the estimated annual income from these various
products. Shows forests which have been almost destroyed by improper
practices, and some of the practices used by successful forest owners
and managers of forests so as to make it a paying business, and at
the same time, perpetuate it so that it will continue to be a paying
business year a f t e r year.
Source: 38
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FOREST AND THE WOODSMAN

40 min-16mm-sd-color

Log'ging operations. Preparation of pulpwood.
Source: 25

FOREST BOTANY (Filmstrip)

48 frames-sil-B&W

Various pictures of forest scenery but no captions or identification.
Source: 60

FOREST CONSERVATION

n min-iemm-coior

Calls attention to the many ways in which man has depleted the forest
by greedy and ignorant exploitation for his own gain. Forecasts the
dire results of this exploitation if it is continued. Suggests what is
being done, and must continue to be done in order to save the forest
and its vast resources. Produced by the Conservation Foundation in
association with the New York Zoological Society.
Source: 6-12-13-24-32-53-75-94-115-131-133-136-139-147-148-161-163-165169-171-177-178-179-180-182-184-186-186-188-190-198

FOREST CONSERVATION (Filmstrip)
•

48 frames

Frames on conservation. Can be used in continuous projector only.
Source: 60

FOREST FIGHTS, TOO, THE (Filmstrip)

B&W

Source: 188

FOREST FIRE FIGHTING IN THE SOUTH 39 min-16mm-sd-color-1945
.

,

Shows propei 1 uye of tools, and proper tactics for fighting forest fires
in the South.
Source: 24-158

FOREST FIRE FIGHTING WITH HAND TOOLS

16mm-sd-color

Depicts modern methods of fire-fighting controls with a description
of the proper use of hand tools and modern equipment.
Source: 24

FOREST FIRE SUPPRESSION

22 min-16mm-color

Live action, animated sketches and malls provide detailed demonstration of how a forest fire is brought under control. Describes the
various factors—water supply, road transportation, type of timber
stands, direction of wind, etc.—which fire fighters take into account
in planning t h e i r attack. The actual fighting of a fire and the way
in which men and e q u i p m e n t are deployed to suppress the blaze as
expeditiously as possible.
Source: 47-41)

FOREST FIRES DELAY VICTORY

single frame

Source: 169

FOREST GROWS, THE

:

10 min-16mm-color

Presents the story of how our forests grow. Points out and describes
the various elements that contribute to the mature forest, emphasizing
the unique contribution of each element. Explains forest zones in relation to temperature and rainfall.
Defines the phrase "the climax
forest." Produced by the Conservation Foundation in association with
the New York Zoological Society.
Source: 6-12-13-24-32-53-75-94-114- 115-126-131-133-136-13f>-l 41-1 47-163165-171-177-178-179-180-182-184-185-186-188-190-198

FOREST MANAGEMENT (Slides)

26-color

Covers measuring, stand improvement, harvesting, marketing, and reforestation.
Source: 152

FOREST NURSERY ACTIVITIES

25 mm-16mm-sil-color

Shows the activities of our department's tree nursery program. Notes
While this is a silent film it should be projected at sound speed.
Source: 202

.FOREST PRODUCES, THE

11 min-16mm-color

. Portrays the development by the forest of the great life-giving resources which man exploits. Describes timber and how it grows. Explains the watershed's vast underground reservoir. Recalls the facili-
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ties of the forest for man's use in phj< ical and spiritual recreation.
Suggests how these forest resources are threatened by man. Produced
by the Conservation F o u n d a t i o n in association with the N"ew York
Zoological Society.
Source: 6-12-13-24-32-53-75-94-100- 114-115-122-126-131-133-136-139-141147-163-165-171-177-178-17:) -1 SO-1 82-1 84-185-186-188-190-198

FOREST RANGER

12 min-16mm-color

Tells the story of the forest ranger's work in water conservation,
lumbering 1 , and fire fighting'. Illustrates the work of men who "spot"
fires from fire towers, and portrays crews and equipment in action at
an actual fire.
Source: 12-13-53-60-75-94-122-126-131-136-142-148-158-177-170-180-18:.'184-185-186-192-194

FOREST RANGER (Filmstrip)
Source:

single frame

169-183

FOREST RANGER TODAY

12 min-16mm-sd-color

Varied duties of forest ranger—protecting watersheds, control of timber
cutting, start, location and fight of a forest fire using radio and air
j u m p i n g crews.
Source: 94

FOREST RESOURCES (Filmstrip)

30 frames-sil color

Shows the best methods for cutting our forests, for producing the best
crops of trees, and for planning for f i r e prevention.
Source: 60-115-169

FOREST ROAD MAINTENANCE

27 min-sd-color-1948

Training- film for road maintenance personnel showing the results of
common mistakes in road m a i n t e n a n c e :ma, in c o n t r a s t , the proper
methods of such care.
Source: 158

FOREST SMOKECHASER

27 min-sd-color

Shows correct action in p u t t i n g out a small l i g h t n i n g f i r e from start to
final clean up in the West.
Source: 158-171

FOREST, SOIL AND WATER

60 frames-single-color

Presents, in b e a u t i f u l color, information on the relation of forests to
soil and water, and on the importance of forest resources to the
economic and social welfare of the individual, the community and the
nation.
Source: 38

FOREST TENT CATERPILLAR, BIOLOGY
AND CONTROL (Slides)

14-color

Shows the stages of the life history of the f o r e s t tent caterpillar.
Slides representative of damage by this caterpillar and result of sprayed
versus unsprayed trees.
Source: 178

FOREST THAT LIVES FOREVER, THE

28 min-16mm-sd-color

How careful harvesting and intelligent management of the commercial
stands of California redwood aid the tree's tremendous power to reproduce to grow continuous crops of lumber. Points up the little
known fact that redwood is one of the fastest growing of all American
trees. Sequences showing parks and memorial groves contrast with
rapid growth of tree farm areas.
Source: 27-71

FOREST TREASURES OF SWEDEN

13 min-sd-B&W

Lumbering' in a central province of Sweden. Scenes of
paper-making and m a n u f a c t u r e of wood pulp paper.
Source: 94-163-180

FORESTRY AND FOREST INDUSTRIES

lumbering,

11 miii-16mm-sd-B&W

Shows how government has passed laws to protect forest. Also, work
of ranger, logger, lumber jack, mill operator, grader, kiln-dryer, trimmer.
Source: 12-13-60-75-94-114-119-126-129-147-1 48- 1 71-177-1 79 -180-18-3-184
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FORESTRY AND HUMAN WELFARE (Filmstrip)

59 frames-1938

Shows how forests contribute to the grazing of livestock, protection of
game, conservation of water supply, and provision of recreational facilities.
Source: fiO-158

FORESTRY AND NATURE STUDY (Filmstrip)

41 frames-sil-B&W

Shows f o r e s t r y scenery and parts of trees, leaves, buds, etc.
Source: 60

FORESTRY CAMP

16 min-sil-color

Shows a phase of the practical training of a college student at the College's outdoor l a b o r a t o r y on Cranberry Lake in the Aclirondacks. Includes training in care and use of common woods tools, timber cruising,
mapping, surveying and tree growth studies.
Source: 148

FORESTRY IN GEOGRAPHY (Filmstrip)

49 frames-sil-B&W

Shows some forest regions of the United States and gives some of the
industrial use.s for them.
Source: 60

FORESTRY IN TEXAS (Slides)

60-color

Forestry conservation work of the Texas Forest Service, A&M College.
Source: 152

FORESTS, THE

400 foot reel

The true saga of the busy beaver.
Source: 7

FORESTS AND CONSERVATION

10 min-16mm-sd-color

Reforestation and fire protection essential to permanent supply of
wood for ever-expanding paper industry. Roles of research in utilization and conservation of forest resources.
Source: 12-13-44-71-73-75-94-119-126-163-164-1 77-180-183-18S

FORESTS AND MEN

10 min.

A comprehensive story of the work in forestry conservation that was
done by the young men in the conservation camps in 1933. Shows the
various activities of the men and how they helped the nation and themselves.
Source: 171

FORESTS AND PEOPLE

30 min-16mm-sd-color

Shows all phases of forestry as practiced by the Michigan Department
of Conservation. Stresses the utilization of the forest to produce wood
products, recreation, and economic stability. "Teachers Study Guide"
available on request.
Source: 93

FORESTS AT WORK

13 min-16mm-sd-color-1953

The lumber industry in the Douglas fir region, logging, manufacturing,
uses of Pacific Northwest lumber, tree farming-, and the economic
aspects of the forest products industry.
Source: 33-115-139-190-197

FORESTS FOR THE FUTURE

26 min-16mm-sd-color

"Forest conservation practices followed in the Pacific Northwest.
(Sources 98 and 126 supply only Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Oklahoma. Texas and western Tennessee.)
Source: 21-45-98-115-126-139-163

FORESTS FOREVER

18 min-16mm-sd-color

Shows what can be done to stop destructive cutting practices, restore
and maintain growing stock, and safeguard your production.
Source: 136-142-148

FORESTS OF THE FUTURE

24 min-16mm-sd-color

A comprehensive story of the logging- industry in the Pacific Northwest, featuring the experiences of an old-time logger and his assistant,
a high school s t u d e n t who is spending his summer holiday working
in the woods.
Source: 24
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45 frames-single
FORESTS OF THE UNITED STATES
(Filmstrip)
Shows the activity of the Forest Service in preserving our forest.
Source: 169-183
4-H FORESTRY (Slides)
40-color
Planting trees to beautify the farm and to provide an effective windbreak.
Source: 178
4-H FORESTRY CAMP
10 min-16mm-sd-color-1950
Boys in a forest camp learn about forest protection, tree identification
and tree culture.
Source: 139
20 min-sd
FREE HORIZONS—THE STORY OF OUR
NATIONAL PARKS AND FORESTS
The work of our National Park Service in conserving our national
parks. Shows much of the beauty arid grandeur of the parks. Shows
the history and growth of America as conserved in our national parks.
Source: 75-139-163-165-171-177-180-184
FROM LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN
30 min-16mm-tiolor
The Blue Mountains of Oreg'on—timber reserves, recreation resources.
Importance of protecting forests from fire.
Source: 115
15 min-16mm-sil-B&W
FROM TREE TO NEWSPAPER
Papermaking from forest to printed newspaper.
Source: 75-83-87-92
FROM TREE TO SUGAR (Maple Syrup in Vermont)
Source: 56
11 min-16mm-sd-B&W
FROM TREES TO LUMBER
Story of modern lumbering from the tree to the consumer. Various
scenes of portable sawmills appear to be located in different lumbering regions. The method of snaking logs from the woods by tractor.
Scenes of the tractors building beds and hauling logs to the railroad
terminals, where logs are picked up by trains and transported to the
mill.
Source: 1-5-11-27-32-33-37-38-43-52-65-83-93-100-103-109-112-114-115-123137-138-139-141-142-144-145-148-151-152-161-162-163 (service restricted to Washington, Oregon, California, Montana, Nevada,
Arizona, New Mexico, Utah)-164-165-166-167-168-170-171-172173-174-175-176-177-178-179-180-181-182-183-184-188-189-190-191192-194-197-198-199-202
FROM TREES TO PAPER
12% min-16mm-sd-B&W
Complete process in manufacturing ot paper, mechanical and chemical
tests.
Source: 1-4-5-11-27-33-37-39-43-52-65-83-87-90-94-100-103-109-112-114115-123-13S -141- 142-144-145-1 48-151-152-161-162- 163 (service restricted to Washington, Oregon, California, Montana, Nevada,
Arizona, New Mexico, Utah)-167-168-170-171-172-173-174-175176-177-178-1 79 -180-181-1 8 2-18 3 -184-186-1SS-189-190-191-192 -.194197-198-199-202
FRYING PAN AND THE FIRE, THE
20 min-16mm-sd-color
Camping trip of two girls, and how their carelessness starts a forest
fire. Hints on human carelessness causing forest fires.
Source: 33-43-87-113-115-123-152-158-163-176-177-178-184-192-198
FUNGUS PLANTS
11 min-16mm-sd-B&W
Shows the g r o w t h and reproduction of various mushrooms, molds, and
other fungi. The economic importance of these plants as food. Their
destruction of dead organic matter and their causing disease in plants.
Source: 6-12-13-52-74-75-115-119-131-138-147-162-16.T -168-177-179- 180183-184-198
FUTURE FOREST IN THE MAKING, A
15 min-16mm-sil-color
Preliminary shots of the type of land that can well be reforested. All
the operations of tree planting from ordering the trees to heeling In
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and the like. Gives a simple labor-saving plan for laying out rows,
first, by animation and then in actual practice in the field. Closes with
a few shots of growing plantations of various ages.
Source: 43

FUTURE FORESTS

11 min-16mm-sd-color

Illustrates methods employed by department foresters in promoting the
growth of forests.
Source: 202

GIFT OF GREEN, THE

20 min-16mm-sd-color

A story of the green plant and what man owes it. Depicts the actual
working's of the plant and its leaf by meaons of animation microphotography, and time-lapse photography. Explains photo-synthesis. Shows
the more i m p o r t a n t plant products.
Source: 6-12-13-75-76-94-] OS-110-115-122-131-147-161-162-160-165-177180-1S8-1H8

GLUED LAMINATED WOOD ARCHES

13 Ms min-16mm-sd-color

Shows the f a b r i c a t i o n and construction of the world's largest gluedlaminated \vood arches spanning 247 feec in the Jai Alai Fronton at
West Palm Beach, Florida.
Source: 134

GOD'S COUNTRY

10 ieel-77 min-color

Tells story of Robert Lowery taking' a job with a timber company in
the redwood country. Shows scenes of forest animals. Gives exciting
story of a lumber swindle. Features pictorial settings.
Source: 71-137

GOLDEN AXE

8 min-16mm

Story of honest woodsman who refused to accept a silver or golden axe
after losing his own. Shows that honesty is best policy when woodsman is rewarded.
Source: 12-53-75-94-122-131-147-180

GOOD BUSINESS
Community relations.
bors.
Source: 34-98

30 min-16mm-sd-color
The story of a company, its friends and neigh-

GRASS AND BRUSH FIRE FIGHTING

26 min-16mm-sd-color-1945

How volunteer crews are organized, and tools and tactics used in fighting grass and brush fires in west Utah.
Source: 75-158

GRASS AND CATTLE

15 min-16mm-sd-color-1950

Shows development of range resources of national forests.
Source: 158-171

3REAT FIRE

24 min-16mm-sil-color

Shows the terrors of the fire at Campbell River, Vancouver Island, in
1938, the efforts of h u n d r e d s of men in fighting it, and the terror and
damage done to homes, property, and thousands of acres of timber.
Source: 24

GREAT WHITE TRACKWAY

27 % min-16mm-sd-color

Following the introduction, showing how "American Business Runs on
Tracks of Printed Paper," viewers are taken on a detailed trip through
Hammermill from the pulpwood dock to the wood yards to the new
million dollar wood room, and on through pulpmaking, pulp washing,
bleaching, beating, papermaking, finishing, -warehousing.
Source: 66-198

GREATEST GOOD, THE

10 min-16mm-sd-B&W-color

H.ow the principles of forest conservation came into being under Pinchot. Photographed in Pinchot National Forest.
Source: 115-123-158-163 (available from Berkeley only)-180-188

GREEN FRONTIERS
:

22 min-sd-color

A forestry and nursery activity film. Produced by TREES FOR TOMORROW. Shows the progress that can be made with a good educational program.
•• Source: 202
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23 min-16mm-sd-B&W

Shows a small community of farmers who make their living not only
from the land but also from the forest. Describes many of the complicated links in the chain that brings the products of the forest to the
consumer, and many uses of timber.
Source: 75-157-178-188

GREEN HARVEST

29 min-16mm-sd-color

Emphasizes conservation and shows how scientific management, planning and research can assure the nation of a supply of lumber and
forest products.
Source: 21-43-98-115-126-139-147-201

GUARDIANS OF THE FOREST
Source: 56

GUARDIANS OF THE WILD

11 min-16mm-sd-B&W
Benefits

National forest rangers at work from Maine to California.
received from them.
Source: 126-158-163-177-184-185-186

GYPSY MOTH

28 min-16mm-sd-color-1953

Shows how the gypsy moth, a foreign insect, threatens the forested
regions of North America. Tells how Federal-State activity has limited
this foliage-feeding pest to New England and eastern New York and
is slowly but surely reducing its area of infestation.
Source: 43-158

HANDLING AND PLANTING PINE SEEDING (Slides)

24-2x2

Shows proper method of shortage and planting of pine seedlings.
Source: 152

HAPPY HUNTING (Slides)

16-color-titled

Stresses the need for carefulness with fires in or near the woods by
hunters, campers and sportsmen. Quail hunting provides a colorful
background for bringing out forest fire prevention and conservation
points. No lecture notes available. Primarily for use in an automatic
projector.
Source: 152

HARDBOARD—ADVANTAGES AND USES
IN HOMES (Filmstrip)

hr-35mm-B&W

Manufacturing process, physical properties and interior uses of hardboard in homes.
Source: 91-123
' ;•

HARDBOARD FOR 1,001 USES (Filmstrip)

1 hr-35mm-B&W

Portrays uses of hardboard in factories, stores, homes, and on the farms.
Source: 91-123

HARVEST IN A HURRY

17 miii-16mm-sd-color

The story of the use of nailed wooden picking boxes and the mechanical
handling e q u i p m e n t used with t h e m in harvesting tomatoes on the
West Coast.
Source: 203

HARVESTING OF TIMBER, THE

10 min-16mm-sd-color

The tree farm harvest in a Lo-kes State operation becomes lumber,
flooring, f u r n i t u r e , veneer and plywood.
Source: 40

HARVESTING PINE TIMBER

9 min-sil-color

Demonstrates proper methods of marking, t h i n n i n g , and cutting trees.
Source: 152

HARVESTING THE
COASTAL FOREST

43 fr-si-with captions-B&W-1956

An account of typical tree harvesting and lumber m a n u f a c t u r i n g processes in the coastal forests of British Columbia.
Source: 104

F
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HARVESTING THE FOREST CROP IN
MINNESOTA

45 min-16mm-sd-B&W

Shows logging of pulpwood and sawlogs with old and new methods.
Christmas tree harvesting. Attractive scenery.
Source: 62

HARVESTING THE WESTERN PINES

30 min-16mm-sd-B&W

Based on a 3,500 mile trip, it shows and explains forestry practices,
logging methods, sawmill operations and manufacture of forest products.
Source: 60-139-170-190-198-199

HARVESTING TREES IN WEST COAST
FORESTS (Slides)

2x2-Kodachrome

A beautifully illustrated story of logging in the far Northwest among
the wooden giants of the forest. Slides keyed to a script which tells
a fascinating and thought provoking 1 story of how man, working in
harmony with nature, harvests mature trees and provides for new
growth.
Source: 115-14S-197 (available to Washington, Oregon, and northern
California public schools)

HAULING LOGS

23 min-16mm-color

A safety training film designed to instruct both new and experienced
drivers in the proper methods of moving logs from the landing to the
dump. Demonstrates proper methods of loading, travel on private
logging roads, safety on the public roads, and unloading at destination.
Source: 124-143

HAVOC

8% min-16mm-sd-color

Portrays forest-protection organization and fire-fighting methods in
the forests of British Columbia and the great Fraser River flood of
1948.
Source: 24

HEADLINE FIRE

26% min-16m-sd-color

Control of fire :is practiced in Michigan. Fire gets away and result
that follows.
Source: 93

HELPFUL HINTS IN PREPARING PULPWOOD

18 min-16mm-sd-color

Training and safety in forests.
Source: 25

HELPING AMERICA DELIVER THE GOODS

25 min-16mm-sd-color

Shows the m a n u f r . c t u r e of barrels, both tight and slack, from tree to
finished product.
Source: 14

HOLD THAT LINE—WITH DIRT

10 min-16mm-sd-color

With opening scenes of forest firefighting, stresses prompt action with
dirt and hand tools. Importance of clearing fire line down to mineral
soil. Dirt-throwing demonstrations show proper balance, follow through,
using slow-motion. How to knock down snag fires. Convection and
crowning fires explained, with hand demonstration showing principle
of control at source. Ends with recap of main points over picture of
successful containment of fire by single fire-fighter using a shovel.
Source: 59

HOMES UNLIMITED

29 min-16mm-sd-color

Story of prefabricated housing.
Source: 98

HONEST WOODSMAN

10 min

Puppets show rewards of honesty and greed in old folk tale of two poor
woodsmen. The first is rewarded with Mercury with gold and silver
axe for honesty in face of temptation. The second, attempting to profit
dishonestly by experience of first, loses his own axe, receives nothing
from river god.
Source: 44-94-119-162-180-1S3-188
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23 min-sd-color-B&W-1953

Safe handling and proper care of horses are stressed.
Source: 158

HOW LUMBER IS MEASURED

3 min-16mm-sd-B&W

Shows how to measure lumber.
Source: 121

HOW RAYON IS MADE

15 min-16mm-B&W-1945

Details the steps in the manufacture of both viscose and acetate rayon.
Scenes taken in the producer's plant at Nitro, West Virginia.
Source: 168-176-177-180-183-184-198

HOW TO FINISH PLYWOODS

22 min-16mm-sd-color-1942

Describes finishes for both interiors and exteriors.
of joint treatments.
Source: 33-50

HOW TO IDENTIFY COMMON
TREES (Filmstrip)

Shows a n u m b e r

31 frames-single-captions-B&W

Points out certain clues to identify coniferous and deciduous trees.
Source: 195

HOW TO KNOW THE CONIFERS (Slides)

2x2-color

The importance of the conifers, evergreens or softwoods as timber
producers and as ornamental planting's around the home and in parks.
How to know them by name.
Source: 148

HOW TO PLANT A SMALL SHADE
TREE

8 min-16mm-sd-Kodachrome

Provides a completely detailed, step-by-step story of the procedure
to follow in properly planting a small shade tree having a trunk diameter of approximately 2^4 inches. Includes planting" technique, 'wrapping', guying', watering and proper pruning. Scenes of large tree planting are also included.
Source: 46

HOW TREES HELP US

10 min-16mrn-color-B&W

Wally sees d i f f e r e n t kinds of trees and begins to learn of the many
ways trees help us by supplying lumber, food, and material for things
we make. In the story of a mighty, old oak, Wally realizes how very
long it takes a tree to grow and how it is valuable t h r o u g h o u t its life.
Source: 44-73-126-161-177-182

HOW WE GET OUR PAPER (Filmstrip)

40 frames-sil-B&W

Presents the story of the paper industry in which paper is traced f r o m
,the harvesting' of trees to the making of a roll on a huge paper
machine.
Source: 60

HOW WE GET OUR RUBBER (Filmstrip)

44 frames-sil-B&W

Pictures of the rubber tree belt. How the trees are tapped, how the
sap is converted into solid bales for shipment.
Source: 60

HUNTER FIRE PREVENTION

1 min-16mm-B&W

Designed to warn hunters of the dangers of setting fire to the woods
during hunting season.
Source: 152

IDENTIFYING COMMON TREES
(Filmstrip)

44 frames-16mm-color

Shows how to identify trees by characteristics, outstanding features,
examination of the bark, leaves, flowers, seeds, etc.
Source: 148

IMPORTANCE OF WATER

11 min-color-B&W

Shows the many varied uses of water and presents a program of water
conservation, using U. S. Forest Rangers in an experimental forest as
an example.
Source: 17-163
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IMPROVE AND PROTECT ILLINOIS
49 frames-single-captionsFARM WOODLANDS (Filmstrip)
title frames-B&W
Tells how to protect farm "woodlands from livestock and fire, which
.. . .trees to cut, what logging practices to use to protect the remaining
trees to produce a desirable tree crop.
Source: 172
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH NATURE
33 min-16mm-sd-color
Shows that trees are a valuable crop, and the people who apply this
. . . [ • • - c o n c e p t in industry.
Source: 80-98-126
IN YOUR HANDS (Filmstrip,)
sd-color
•:
Story of Texas Forest Service Nursery at Alto—planting and care of
. , . ! , . ! seedlings.
Source: 152
INDIAN MOUND AND THE PINES
30 min-sd-color
Illustrates the proper method of application of exterior siding and
woodwork.
Source: 27
INSECT CATCHERS OF THE BOG
JUNGLE
• • • -'Shows how strange plants capture live insects.
Source: 43-60-75-94-148-161-163-176-177

10 min-16mm-sd-color

INSIDE STORY OF A GOOD HOME, THE
. (Filmstrip)
Story of proper uses of lumber in building homes.
Source: 134-148

35mm

IT'S A TREE COUNTRY
IBVz min-16mm-sd-color
v The story of industrial forestry in the U. S.
1
'Source: 1-5-11-27-33-37-43-52-65-83-94-97-98-100-109-112-114-115-123138-139-141-142-145-148-151-152-161-162-163-(service restricted
to Washington, Oregon, California, Montana, Nevada, Arizona,
New Mexico, Utah)-164-165-166-167-168-170-171-172-173-174-175176-178-179-180-181-182-183-184-188-189-190-191-192-193-194-197199-202
IT'S FUN PREVENTING FORESTRY
24-color
FIRES (Slides)
Control and simple ways and means of preventing forest fires.
Source: 152
IT'S

NO PICNIC
Family group on picnic start a fire.
Source: 142-148-158-160-176

26 min-sd-color-B&W-1948
Spend the day putting it out.

IT'S

NOT THE AXE, IT'S JOE
12 min-16mm-sd-color
Re-enactment of accidents which are actually caused by the careless
use of the axe.
Source: 8

IT'S UP TO YOU
Animated cartoon with live action scenes.
fire prevention.
Source: 152

3 min-16mm-35mm-B&W
Smokey Bear lectures on

JAPANESE BEETLE, THE
30 min-16mm-sil-color
Descriptive pictures of the control methods now employed to hold the
Japanese beetle in check. Emphasizes the production of spore dust
•-••
which produces milky disease during the grub stage of the beetle
Source: 43-178
KING OF THE SOFT WOODS
15 min-sd-color-1949
Shows effects of white pine blister rust in the sugar pine forests of
California and Oregon, and the efforts being made in these regions
to control and eradicate the disease.
Source: 126-158
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Source: 25
LADYSMITH EXPERIMENT
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35 min-16mm-sil-color

A pictorial progress report on the extensive experiments carried out at
Ladysmith, Vancouver Island, by the B. C. Forest Service and the logging- industry on the salvaging of pulpwood from what is generally
considered as logging waste. A record of closer utilization in the
woods.
Source: 24

LAND CHANGES, THE

15 min-16mm-sd-color-1957

Story of how wornout land, practically worthless, can become a real
asset to the local community. Shows how land was acquired for national forest purposes on the Shawnee, the Hoosier and the "Wayne
National Forests in the Ohio Valley—how such land was improved by
reforestation, protection and proper management to help man and his
community to prosper.
Source: 158 (available from U. S. Forest Service, Milwaukee, Wisconsin)

LAND OF TIMBER

12 min-16mm-sil-color

Logging in the stands of forest giants in British Columbia and the
work of fallers, highriggers, and donkey-engines; the rigging of a spar
tree, and preloading- methods; the loading of trucks; the building of
Davis rafts; and the loading of lumber for export on ships.
Source: 24

LAW OF TIMBER

7 reels

A James Oliver Curwood story of the lumber country. Inspiring
scenes of logging- operations. A man-made avalanche of gigantic rocks
crashing upon a logging train highlights this thrilling drama.
Source: 137

LET'S FOCUS ON THE FOREST (Slides)

2x2 color

Association of forest resource with our soil, water and wildlife resources. How these vital resources affect our lives. Why and how
we should practice their conservation.
Source: 148

LET'S REMODEL WITH WESTERN
RED CEDAR

14 min-16mm-sd-color

A perfect show for home owners. Shows each step as the Martins remodel and enlarge their small house into a modern "dream home."
Source: 98-126-200

LET'S VISIT OUR FOREST (Slides)

40-color

Tells what a forest is, and how the public, as well as the owner, benefits. Operation of certain fundamental forest practices which owners
could profitably adopt.
Source: 178

LIFE AT THE TIMBERLINE (Filmstrip)

28 frames-sil-color

Life at the timberline as shown in the official pictures taken by rangernaturalists and members of the National Park Service.
Source: 60

LIFE IN THE FOREST

11 min-16mm-sd-1954

Shows how forests, like cities, are constantly changing and are densely
populated. Reveals how even the trunk of a dead tree teams with life.
Source: 6-11-24-5S-73-94-131-147-165-177-188

LIFE OF A TREE, THE (Filmstrip)

52 frames-sil-B&W

Various trees and plant structures, growing in different parts of the
United States, are discussed.
Source: 60

LIFE WITH PAPER

30 min-16mm-sd-color

Shows impact of paper on everyday l i f e and highlights paper products
of the future.
Source: 4
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LIFEBLOOD OF THE LAND

19 min-16mm-sd-color

Shows that water and l i f e itself depends upon forests.
Demonstrates
through animation how rainfall affects forested and deforested slopes,
why forests and cover crops are essential to an adequate water supply,
what can be done by planting" new trees, terracing and seeding 1 hillsides and avoiding too heavy grazing.
Source: 1-13-43-75-94-107-113-115-323-139-148-152-158-162-163-166-171176-177-178-179-180-187-190-191-192-194-198

LITTLE SMOKEY

12 min-16mm-sd-color-B&W-TV

Hopalong Cassidy tells story of bear cub f o u n d in woods following
forest fire.
Source: 1-93-107-115-140-142-152-158-163-176-177-178-184-187-192-202

LIVING FOEEST, THE

41 min-16mm-color

Portrays the forest as a living community with three great gifts for
mankind—timber, water, and beauty. Explains how and "why our forest
resources have shrunk to alarming proportions. Emphasizes the necessity of wise forest management to ensure the existence of new generations.
Source: 53-94-100-130-131-141-180

LIVING FOEEST, THE

10 min-16mm-sd-color-series of 5 films

Covers many phases of forest management, ecology, and conservation.
Source: 13-41

LIVING WITH WOOD

10 min.

Shows wood in every day use to demonstrate its versatility.
Source: 105

LONGEE LIFE FOE WOOD

17 min-16mm-sd-color-B&W-1954

Designed to show the average user of wood the economic advantages
of using treated wood in places where decay is likely to occur. Shows
the value of good construction, and how improper construction can lead
to early decay in wood. Portrays treatment of "wood with preservatives in commercial treating plants, as well as home treatments on the
farm and in the city.
Source: 1-43-94-152-158

LONNIE'S NEW CEOP

10% min-16mm-sd-color

Shows where to get i n f o r m a t i o n on tree planting, steps required in
planting, caring for them, and t i m e and method of cutting.
Source: 13-87-135-152-158

LOOK TO THE FOEEST

22 min-B&W

Warns that fire and flood, wasted resources and barren lands are the
penalties of forest destruction. Describes basic measures to preserve
Canada's prime source of national wealth. Scenes of the wilderness
created by stripping land of protective trees show the need of halting
careless exploitation. Contrasts the slow process of re-seeding with the
swift modern methods of felling trees. Urges planned cutting to
ensure a c o n t i n u i n g yearly crop, an efficient protective service and
salvaging of waste.
Source: 47

LUMBEE FOR HOMES

21V2 min-16mm-sd-color-1950

Story of conversion of Douglas fir and hemlock logs into lumber, how
West Coast l u m b e r is graded, and right uses of these grades in homes.
Source: 98-126-190-197

LUMBEE FOR HOUSES

12 min-16mm-sd-color

Up-to-date methods of lumbering, particularly in the Northwest. Logging crews f e l l i n g trees, moving- logs to sawmill, sawing, planing, and
drying lumber.
Source: 11-53-94-131-133-136-147-177-180

LUMBEE MILL, THE (Filmstrip)

27 frames-16mm-sil-color

A picture of men w o r k i n g in a small lumber mill
Source: 60

LUMBEE STATES

21 min-16mm-sd-B&W

Surveys t h e n a t u r a l resources of Washington and Oregon. These are
shown to depend upon the water, which depends upon forests
Source: 11 -12-60-75-110-139-161-177-179-183-188-190
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1 reel

LUMBERING

The complete story—cruising, c u t t i n g , h a u l i n g and floating" logs, mill
cutting, planing, shipping.
Source: 56-179

LUMBERING AND RAILROADS

30 min.

The story of the spectacular rise, decline, and consequences of lumbering, in northern Michigan, as told by Professor Emeritus Shirley W.
Allen. An effort is made to recall the feeling and color of Michigan
lumbermen by means of stories and songs.
Source: 177

LUMBERING—CANADA:
STUDY

35 frames-captionstitle frames-sil-color

A REGIONAL

Describes the industry, from cutting down the trees to processing the
timber into various forms such as newsprint, etc. Stresses the need
for forest fire prevention and covers other details of the industry
vividly.
Source: 54

LUMBERING ERA IN MICHIGAN HISTORY

60 frames-sil-B&W

Presents the lumbering era in Michigan, 1860-1900, showing life in a
lumber camp, the c u t t i n g and hauling of logs, the river drive, logging
trains, sawmills and t r a n s p o r t a t i o n to market. Describes aftermath
of this period.
Source: 177
LUMBERING TN THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST
16 min-16mm-sil-B&W
Shows l u m b e r m e n laying a railroad and dragging logs to it by steel
cables, sawing logs into lumber, drying them in t u n n e l kilns, planing
and s u b s e q u e n t l y sorting and s h i p p i n g them.
Source: 75

LUMBERMAN, THE

2 reels-22 min-16mm-sd-color

Portrays the life and work of lumbermen in the northwest timberland
at the foot of snow-capped Mt. Hood. Gives in detail the procedure
of felling the forest giants, transporting them to the mill, and cutting
the logs into lumber.
Source: 6-75-94-116-139-177-179-180

MAGIC BOX, THE

30 min-sd-color

Development ol packaging-.
Source: 61

MAGIC OF LUMBER, THE

20 min-sd-color

Story of l u m b e r grading, f o r m a t i o n of characteristics of tree, lab tests
upon which grading rules are based, and work of lumber grader.
Source: 98-126-137

MAHOGANY—WOOD OF THE AGES

28% min-16mm-sd-color-B&W

Story of m a h o g a n y a n d its products from vastness of jungle to finished
products.
Source: 90

MAINE'S WARDEN FORCE

23 min-16mm-sd-B&W

A film showing some of the duties of the Maine wardens throughout
the year. Interesting scenes of the woods, country and a glimpse of
activities that prove the warden to be more than a law enforcement
officer only.
Source: 48

MAKING A STRIATED PLYWOOD LAMP
Source:

3 min-16mm-sd-B&W

121

MAKING BOOKS

11 min-sd-B&W

Paper m a n u f a c t u r i n g and b o o k m a k i n g .
Source: 53

MAKING MAPLE SYRUP (Filmstrip)

25 frames-sil-color

A picture showing- men and \vomen hard at work m a k i n g maple syrup
Source: 60
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MAKING MAPLE SYRUP

10 min-B&W

Points out how to tap trees, equipment to use in collecting sap and
gives other information about the process.
Source: 178

MAKING THE MOST OF YOUR WOODLOT
(Filmstrip)

64 frames-B&W

The fallacies of "selling out" your woodlot and the harm you cause
both yourself and your fellow man by doing" so. Constructive advice
on woodlot improvement, management, and principles of marketing are
shown.
Source: 148

MANAGEMENT OF MEN IN FOREST
FIRE FIGHTING

59 min-sil-color-1942

Demonstrates how to organize forest fire fighting crews.
Source: 24-158

MANUAL TRAINING AND FORESTRY
(Filmstrip)

48 frames-16mm-sil-B&W

Shows various trees and wood grains, sawmills, and forests.
Source: 60

MAPLE SAP TO MAPLE SYRUP

32 min-16mm-sil-color

A complete story from tapping both by hand and by machine, on
through gathering, boiling, filtering, and packaging. Pictures a modern sap house and the sugar bush in the direct background. Shows
u n i q u e shots of boiling sap in the evaporator.
Source: 43

MAPLE SUGAR

10 min-16mm-sil-color

A color sketch of a Quebec farmer and his sugar bush, and the oldtime ways of gathering and processing the maple sap. Commentary
recorded in "habitant" English.
Source: 163

MAPLE SUGAR TIME

1 reel-9 min-color

Maple sugar time in eastern Canada, showing: the old-time methods.
Source: 6 - 2 9 - 4 7

MAPLE SYRUP AND SUGAR

11 min-sd-B&W

Process of tree tapping', collecting- and boiling 1 sap, canning- and bottling
syrup, and making maple sugar.
Soui'ce: 177

MASONITE MAGIC AT UKIAH

22 mm-16mm-sd-color

How Masonite Presdwood is made. The process is traced from the
cutting of trees to the final finished product ready for use.
Source: 91

MASSAPEQUA STORY, THE

12V2 min-B&W

Based on a recent NBC telecast of a successful wood school case history, including many on-the-spot scenes of wood schools in the community of Massapequa, Long Island. Interviews with the architect,
the president of the board of education, the superintendent of schools,
and the principal of one of the schools. Views of the advantages of
wood schools.
Source: 105

MECHANICAL TREE PLANTERS

8% min-sd-B&W

Advantages of machine planting over hand planting. Also, two types
of mechanical planters.
Source: 152

MECHANIZED LOGGING DEMONSTRATION

14 min-16mm-sd-color

A well-titled documentary of modern logging methods recently demonstrated at Coopers town, New York. Paul Bunyan takes a hack seat
to power chain and bow saws m a n u f a c t u r e d by several leading companies. Shows tractors, tractor and arch skidding, log loaders and
combination skidders and loaders, portable sawmills, a bolter and pulpwood loaders in use.
Source: 148
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MEN OF THE TIMBERLAND

43
70 min.

Terror stalks the tall timber as a U. S. Ranger trails merciless men.
Story of Linda Hayes, as heiress to a f o r t u n e in timberland.
Source: 86

MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN

28 min-16mm-sd-color-B&W-1954

Group of young school boys show safe habits in the forests. Negligence
and thoughtlessness start fires.
Source: 158

MIKE GETS A HOT STORY (Magnetic Tape)

15 min.

Source: 74

MILL OPERATIONS OF BRUNSWICK PULP
AND PAPER COMPANY

35 min-sil-color

General interest, including- some forestry.
Source: 26

MIRACLE IN WOOD, THE

30 min-16mm-sd-color

How plywood is made. Begins with the falling of the giant fir trees
in the forest. Follows the process through the plywood mill and the
finished product. An abbreviated version of the older film with the
addition of a new sound track.
Source: 50-98-115-126-139-168-198

MIRACLE OF PAPER, THE

21 min-16mm-sd-color

Story of a modern American paper manufacturer.
woods to completion of paper.
Source: 64

MIRACLE OF THE TREES

Papermaking- from

11 min-sd-color

Tree buds, rarely caught in close-up by the unaided eye, swell, burst
open and release miniature but perfect leaves and flowers. Time-lapse
photography.
Source: 75-7S-94-176-177-192

MODERN KITCHEN IDEAS AND MORE
ROOM AT HOME

20 min-color

Two do-it-yourself films in one: dream kitchen planned around seven
basic work centers, and built-in f u r n i t u r e and storage units anyone
can make.
Source: 62-98

MODERN MASTERPIECES IN MAHOGANY

30 min-sil-B&W

Shows all steps in reproduction of an 18th century mahogany table.
Source: 90

MONARCHS OF THE FOREST

23 min-sd-color

What modern machinery means to the forest. What it means in better
management. Good forest practices are stressed.
Source: 79-98-126

MOST DANGEROUS COMBINATION, A

2 min-sd-B&W

Man, match and dry leaves—danger combination.
Source: 152-158

MOST IN POSTS, THE

20 min-16mm-sd-color

The story of Ollie Gruber, progressive farmer, and his skeptical hired
man and how they are sold on pressure treated fence posts. Also, shows
operations within pressure treating plant.
Source: 98-126

MY CONSERVATION RESERVES ACRES

4 min.

Operation of the conservation reserve part of the Soil Bank Program.
Guides to selection of areas for woodlot and pond. Sources of assistance.
Source: 94-183-187

NEW DAWN IN AN ANCIENT FOREST, A

28 min-16mm-sd

Pictures a cooperative educational forestry conservation project carried
on by boys from Santa Cruz High School. Shows our heritage of natural
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resources—minerals, soil, water, and grass. How to utilize our natural
resources to the fullest extent and form a plan to put into practice
the accepted theories of conservation. Simple methods used by forester*
to measure trees and their wood.
Source: 163

NEW FORESTS ON IDLE ACRES

18 min-sil-B&W

Illustrates the methods of nursery operations
trees.
Source: 202

NEW HORIZONS FOR WOOD

and field planting of

28 min-16mm-sd-color-1958

How the secrets of wood structure and its properties are explored by
scientists at the State University College of Forestry at Syracuse University, produced by Dr. William M. Harlow.
Source: 148

NEW PAUL BUNYAN, THE

29 min-sd-color

The timberlands of the Pacific Northwest. Wildlife, tree farms, modern
logging, transportation of huge logs to the mill. See the mills cut
the logs.
Source: 33-98-115-126-1 3!l-176-i 78-201

OAK WILT

30 min-sd-color

Distribution, spread, symptoms, and causes of oak wilt. Current control measures outlined. How and when infested trees should be cut
and used. Research on oak wilt.
Source: 94-l!)4

OBEY THE FIRE LAWS

30 sec-16mm-B&W

Smokey tells how you too can p r e v e n t forest fires by following: a few
simple rules.
Source: 152

OKLAHOMA FORESTRY

15 min-sd-color

Protection of forest lands from fires, growth of a seedling tree, trees
for windbreaks, post lots and other purposes.
Source: 114-118-138-182

OLD MACDONALD

1 min-16mm-sd-B&W

A forest fire prevention trailer, including Smokey Bear in a n i m a t i o n ,
cautioning against careless use of fire in the forests.
Source: 152

ON THE TRAIL OF PILOT ROCK PINE

40 min-16mm-color

Pine logging operations in the Blue Mountains, Pendleton area of
Oregon. Views of the area. Housing for workers. Jobs of the logging
manager, cruiser, faller, bucker. Road construction, tree selection,
falling, skidding, h a u l i n g , loading, unloading, washing logs.
Source: 115

ONCE UPON A TIME

4V 2 min-16mm-35mm-B&W

Smokey Bear narrates on proper methods of burning grass and p u t t i n g
out camp fires.
Source: 152

ONE LICK METHOD OF FIGHTING
FOREST FIRES

31 min-16mm-sd-B&W-1938

Demonstrates the "one lick" method of fireline construction and fire
suppression.
Source: 24-158

ONE MATCH CAN DO IT

10 min-16mm-sd-B&W

Shows how forest and brush fires start, and how to prevent them.
Demonstrates the latest fire-fighting- methods and equipment
Source: 17-75-103

ONLY A BUNCH OF TOOLS

28 min-16mm-sd-color-1949

Complete organization of forest fire-fighting agencies in the northeastern states. Recruiting and training of v o l u n t e e r crews
Source: 142-148-158
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OPERATION ATTIC

45

20 min-16mm-sd-color

Documents in detail the construction steps for modernizing a typical
American attic.
Source: 199

OPERATION OF A FOREST NURSERY

11 min-16mm-sd-B&W-1938

Shows gathering, planting and caring for seedlings.
Source: 158-169-171-177-180-192

OPPORTUNITIES FOR TRAINING AND
EMPLOYMENT IN AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY,
AND VETERINARY MEDICINE (Slides)

45-color

Covers college programs in agriculture, forestry and veterinary medicine at the University of Minnesota and employment opportunities for
professional workers in these fields.
Source: 178

OUR FORESTS AND WHAT THEY MEAN
TO US (Filmstrip)

51 frames-single-B&W

Scenes of forests, sawmills, and wildlife are shown, with no titles.
Source: 60

OUR WHITE PINE HERITAGE

14 min-sd-eolor

Shows effects of white pine blister rust in the New England states.
and efforts being made in this region to control and eradicate the
disease.
Source: 142-158-176

OUT OF THE WOODS

17 min-sd-color

I'oints out typical f a r m forestry problems, and how one hard pressed
farmer solved them profitably.
Source: 43-158-178-202

PACKAGED POWER FOR PULPWOOD PROFITS

18 min-sd-color

Mechanical gathering and loading of pulpwood logs, forest clean-up,
and haul-road building.
Source: 79

PAPER

11 min-16mm-B&W

Tells the story of paper making, one of modern technology's foremost
industries. Portrays trees being cut, sawed into logs, and floated downstream to the mill. Describes how the logs are ground into chins, and
how the pulp is f u r t h e r processed and finally made into finished sheets
of paper.
Source: 11-12-53-75-94-131-138-161-168-177-179-180-183-188-192

PAPER AND I

13% min-sd-color

Stresses the dependence of people on paper products and the fact that
demand can always be satisfied.
Source: 135

PAPER AND PULP MAKING

11 min-sd-color

Paper and pulp-making processes from raw material to finished product
and importance of paper industry to daily living.
Source: 44-75-119-162-177-180

PAPER AND SCOTT PAPER COMPANY

86 frames-35mm-sd-color

From the forest to pulp mill to finished products and the growth and
potential of America's f i f t h largest industry.
Source: 128

PAPER FORESTS

11 min.

Paper production t h r o u g h every phase—cutting trees, hauling them to
rivers, coping with spring thaw, driving the logs down stream to sorting bins, and finally arriving at the mill.
Source: 15

PAPER IN THE MAKING

25 min-sd-color

The paper-making process from the forest to the finished product.
Source: 80-98-126-188
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PAPER MADE FOR YOU, THE

23 min-sd-B&W

Development in research laboratories of paper.
of papers.
Source: 63-98-126

PAPER MAKING

Mills of a great variety

21 min.

Shows in detail the processes involved in converting trees from the
forests of the United States and Canada into paper. Starts with scenes
of winter logging in Upper Michigan. Shows logs converted into pulp
by means of both the sulphite process and the ground wood process.
Explains action of the digester and the bleacher in animated drawings.
Shows the operation of the large paper machine, the calendar machine,
and testing of the paper in research laboratories. Follows paper to a
large printing establishment to show how it is used in the publishing
of a magazine.
Source: 11-13-24-44-75-94-119-122-148-164-180-183-188

PAPER, PACEMAKER OF PROGRESS

26 min-sd-color

Historical background of paper, its contribution to progress and present
service in education, business, and industry.
Source: 69

PAPER—THE GIFT OF TS'AI LUN

33 min.

Shows Pourdrinier paper-making machine, and the entire paper-making
process as employed at the Hammermill Paper Company.
Source: 11-68-75-87-161-168-177-179-180-187

PAPER WORK

30 min-16mm-sd-color

Covers making of paper from growing of trees to delivery to the
printer.
Source: 34-98-126

PAPERBOARD PACKAGING

32 min-16mm-color

The m a n u f a c t u r e of paperboard and folding cartons, from the whirling
vortex of a hydrapulper to the finished folding carton. From the
board-making process to the purchased product.
Source: 15

PAPERMAKING AT HAMMERMILL (Filmstrip)

42 frames-35mm

Two-color manual accompanies this filmstrip.
Source: 66

PAPERMAKING—TINY FIBERS FROM
TREE TRUNKS (Magnetic Tape)

15 mm-16mm

Source: 74

PASSING OF THE PUNKIN PINE

10 min-16mm-color

An old lumberjack, telling- the story of logging out the last stand of
virgin white pine timber from the Maine hills.
Source: 3

PAUL BUNYAN (Filmstrip)

51 frames-color

The story of Paul Bunyan, the legendary giant lumber jack, and his
phenomenal strength and ingenious ideas many years ago in Maine.
Source: 148

PAUL BUNYAN AND THE BLUE OX

5 min-sd-B&W

Story of Paul Bunyan and the Babe. I'aul f i n d s Babe; Babe grows
up; Babe and Paul at work in the forests.
Source: 11-44-119-147-162-177-180-188

PAUL BUNYAN HAD A SON

14 mm-16mm-sd-color-1949

Shows effects of white pine blister rust in the Great Lake States, and
efforts being made in this region to cc.ntrol and eradicate the disease.
Source: 24-158-178-202

PEOPLE, PRODUCTS AND PROGRESS, 1975

28 min-sd-color

Shows forests of the f u t u r e injecting trees with hormones, staining the
wood while growing, logger type helicopters, and tomorrow's sawmill.
TV screen showing x-ray picture of grain logs sliced by invisible cutting ray without sawdust!
Source: 157
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PICTURE STORY OF MALAYA AND NATURAL
93 frames-sil-color
RUBBER (Filmstrip)
Shows the natural r u b b e r industry in Mala,ya, the process of securing
rubber, and its production to finished goods.
Source: 60
PIECE OF WOOD, A
13% min-16mm-color
The work of the U. S. Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wisconson. Produced by the U. S. Department of Agriculture for the Forest
Service. Shows the far-reaching changes brought about by the pulp
and paper industry by new processes developed at the laboratory, and
the rapid expansion of the laminating- industry as a result of research
in the gluing and laminating of wood.
Source: 158
PILING FARM LUMBER
8 min-B&W
Points out briefly the basic considerations and requirements in piling
l u m b e r to insure successful seasoning of home grown, custom sawed,
green lumber.
Source: 178
PINE WAYS TO PROFIT
20 min-16mm-sd-B&W
Kxposes the fallacies of burning the Avoods and shows the benefits of
good management of southern pine forests.
Source: 6-12-13-75-87-100-113-139-1 41-152-158-162-168-169-171-177-179180-183-184-187-194-198
PINES FOR PROFIT
20 min-sd
Shows the South's great economic loss due to unwise cutting methods
and the ravages of f i r e in forests.
Source: 183
PINES FROM SEEDLINGS
20 min-sd-B&W
Acquaints the student of vocational agriculture with reforestation
problems and developments. Shows the various land belts suited to
a forest crop. Illustrates methods of seeding.
Source: 177
PINEYWOODS STORY, A (Slides)
25-2x2
Slides serve as models for teachers to use from which to make drawings for class presentation. Tells the story of the growth of a tree
from seedling to maturity. The uses and values after harvest. Effect
as to the community well being. The difference between well-managed
forest incomes and those improperly managed.
Source: 152
PLANNING FARMSTEAD SHELTERBELTS
30-colov
(Slides)
Deals with the reasons for having a shelterbelt and makes suggestions
for laying out one.
Source: 178
PLANT SPEAKS THROUGH LEAF ANALYSIS
18 min-color
Scenes of the giant redwood forests and redwood empire of California.
Illustrations of how important leaves are to the production of lumber.
Comparison between this importance and the importance of leaves to
farm crops. Laboratory methods of analyzing leaves to determine the
amount of fertilizer crops required.
Source: 43-115-163
PLANT SURVIVAL
11 min-sd-B&W
"Explains the protective devices used by plants, including seed coverings, spines, secretions, stings, scales, and leaf hairs. Time-lapse photography show's the changing positions of leaves and flowers as atmosphere or weather c o n d i t i o n s vary.
Source: 75
PLANT TRAPS—INSECT CATCHERS OF
11 min-16mm-coloiTHE BOB JUNGLE (Second Edition)
Close-up and time-elapse color photography reveal the remarkable
behavior of carnivorous plants.
Source: 6-12-13-32-33-53-60-73-75-J* 4-115-123-126-131-146-147-161-163165-168-179-180-183-184-198
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PLANTING FARM FORESTS IN
ILLINOIS

94 frames-sil-captions-B&W

Discusses planting a farm forest. Explains location, species selection,
preparation of the soil, methods, and products.
Source: 172

PLANTING PINE SEEDLINGS

10 min-16mm-sd-color

Proper methods of planting pine seedling's by hand and briefly by
machine.
Source: 152

PLANTING PROSPERITY

16mm-sd-color

The story of artificial reforestation in British Columbia, showing the
growing of trees in forest nurseries, the planting- operations, and the
valuable new stands of timber made- possible by the work of the B. C.
Forest Service Reforestation Division.
Source: 24

PLANTS GET READY FOR
WINTER (Filmstrip)

21 frames-sil-captions-color-1957

Shows how plants mature in a u t u m n , change color, and survive the
winter. Identifies leaves of familiar trees.
Source: 81

PLYWOOD
Shows topping of spar pole in woods.
plywood.
Source: 115

18 min-color
Follows logs through to finished

PLYWOOD FLEET, THE

16mm-sd-color

Points out the tremendous increase in pleasure boating and the role
fir plywood has played in this increase. Demonstrates other marine
uses of fir plywood.
Source: 50-98-168

PLYWOOD ON THE FARM

30 min-sd-color

Shows in detail many uses of plywood in building better farm structures: poultry breeders, dairy barns, grain bins, horse barns, greenhouses.
Source: 50-139
PLYWOOD—THE MIRACLE IN WOOD
35 min-color
Logging operations In the Douglas fir lumber regions. The manufacture of plywood and its major uses for industry and home.
Source: 15

POLE INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE

22 min-sd-color

Stresses importance of proper inspection of utility poles and demonstrates sound maintenance practices.
Source: 1.58

POLE TYPE BUILDINGS CUT FARMING
COSTS

20 min-16mm-sd-color

Shows the advantages of pole-type building's—low cost, permanence,
convenience, ease and simplicity of construction, and durability. Next
Is a step-by-step demonstration of how these buildings are put up with
creosote-treated poles—preparing the layout, setting and aligning the
poles, framing, siding;, and roofing.
Source: 1-157

PREFABRICATION WITH PLYWOOD

32 min-sd-color

Shows important steps in factory building of homes, schools,
structures, and step-by-step erection details.
Source: 33-43-50

PREPARING FOR CAREERS IN FORESTRY (Slides)

farms,

57-color

Covers college offerings of the School of Forestry of the University of
Minnesota and employment opportunities for professional foresters.
Source: 178
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11 min.

Shows some of the common careless habits of people that cause forest
fires and how t h e y can be prevented.
Source: 83

59-Kodachrome-1948

PRODUCTION OF MAPLE SYRUP (Slides)
The production of maple syrup.
Part 1—In the Sap B'.ish
Part II—At the Sap House.
Source: 43-158

PRODUCTION OF MAPLE SYRUP, THE (Filmstrip)

35mm

Shows an ideal sugar tree, sugarbush or grove, tapping, effects of
tapping-, woodshed and sap house, processing of sap, etc.
Source: 107

PROFESSOR WAS A SALESMAN, THE

35 min-16mm-sd-color

The "professor" teaching a typical college vocational class, as sponsored by the Retail Ltimber Dealers Association, develops the story
of insulation board.
Source: 62-77

26 min-sd-color

PROMISE OF THE TREES

Shows how company unwraps nature's bundles of fibers to make lumber and pulp products.
Source: 98-126-201

PROPAGATION OF TREES AND SHRUBS BY
VEGETATIVE MEANS (Filmstrip)
Source:

single frame

IBS

20 sec-16mm-B&W

PROTECT OUR FOREST RESOURCES
Why and how to protect our forests from fire.
Source: 152

PROTECTING OUR FORESTS FROM FIRE
(Filmstrip)

24 frames-sil-color

Fire control as shown in the official pictures taken by ranger-naturalists and by members of the National Park Service.
Source: 60

PROTECTORS OF THE OUTDOORS

24 min-sd-color

Depicts the year round activities of our Conservation Wardens.
Source: 202

PRUNING SOUTHERN PINES (Filmstrip)
TelLs why we prune pine trees.
ber. etc.
Source: 60

63 frames-sil-B&W

Explains about better grades of l u m -

PULP AND PAPER FROM CANADA

22 min-lC.nm-B&W

One of Canada's biggest industries shown from forest to finished paper. Shows the logs going to the mills to be ground or chonried and
run through a series of machines until the pulp becomes immense
sheets of paper. Concludes by emphasizing that the f u t u r e prosperity
of this industry depends upon adequate forest conservation measures.
Source: 47

PULPWOOD FOR TODAY AND TOMORROW

20 min-sd-color

FOREST conservation.
Source: 25

PULPWOOD LOGGING

23% min-16mm-sd-color

Describes hardwood logging methods conducted in rugged territory
near Budgton, Maine. Complete operations — bunching, reading, cutting
bolts, and hauling are described.
Source: 70-102

PUT IT ON POLES

16 min-16mm-sd-Kodachrome

Shows pole buildings in many stages of construction, primarily for
lumber dealers.
Source: 51-98
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RAIN FOREST, THE (Filmstrip)

77 frames-color-guide-1955

Shoves the hot, damp jungles which circle the earth at the equator as
the oldest forests in the world.
Source: 60-198

RAINBOW VALLEY
Work and responsibilities of U. S. Forest Ranger.
fits of national forests.
Source: 1-43-75-113-148-158-163-171-187-192-198

RANGE RESEEDING

28 min-sd-B&W
Also, multiple bene-

25 min-color-1946

A training' f i l m taken on the several forests of region IV, showing
correct procedure, methods, and equipment for clearing sagebrush and
other land prior to reseeding and proper reseeding methods and usablo
equipment.
Source: 158

RE-CREATION

1 reel-33 min-sd

Shows how one family found relief from the distractions of modern
city life by vacationing- in the National Forests.
Source: 183

REDWOOD SAGA

11 min

Redwood lumber industry from the tall redwood tree to the polished
beams. Includes close-ups of the tree, its bark, and structure, its
resistance to disease, termites, and similar pests.
Source: 15-17-33-71-126-129-161-162-168-171-177-180

REDWOOD TRAIL (Filmstrip)

36 frames-sil-B&W

This filmstrip tells how to identify the redwood tree; environment of
the tree. The end of the filmstrip deals with the flora and fauna
found in the redwood territory.
Source: 60

RETURN OF THE PINES

17 min-sd-color

Effects of white pine blister rust in southern Appalachians, and the
efforts being made in this region to control it.
Source: 158

RIVER OF PAPER

30 min-sd-color

The story of how newsprint is made.
Source: 120

RIVER RUN

15 min-sd-B&W

Shows a log drive down the Machias River in Maine. Shows that
proper management of forests can bring continuing prosperity.
Source: 33-43-75-94-113-158-171-176

ROMANCE OF MAHOGANY, THE

45 min-sil-B&W

Detailed account of logging mahogany and its manufacture into lumber and veneers, thence into finished products.
Source: 90

ROMANCE OF PIERRE AND MARIE, THE
Woods Safety.
Source: 25

ROSEBURG STORY, THE

23 min-color

Loggingr, lumbering and plywood operations of Roseburg Lumber Company, Dillard, Oregon.
Source: 127

RURAL FIRES

30 min-sil-color

Demonstration of care that should be used to prevent farm fires and
precautions that enable early suppression.
Source: 93

SAFE LOGGING
Source:

143

SANTA'S FORESTERS

16mm-sd-color

A pictorial record of the t h r i v i n g Christmas-tree industry in British
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Columbia's Kootenay District and methods of cutting-, baling and shipping- the trees to many distant points.
Source: 24

SAVE WITH TREATED POSTS

5 min-sd-B&W

Shows two methods of treating fence posts, one using- pentachloropheiiol, and the other using- the principle of osmosis. Demonstrates
handling- of the posts prior to treatment.
Source: 194

SAW TIMBER

20 min-sd-color

Documents all phases of logrg'ing- operations on a well managed tree
farm in central Idaho.
Illustrates modern and progressive timber
management. Shows teamwork of logging.
Source: 20-169-170-177

SAWYERS, THE

26 min-color

Safety training film on the correct and safe use of the crosscut saw.
Source: 158

SICENCE AND WOOD UTILIZATION

6 min-sd-color

Shows how scientific research is conserving our forest resources by
pointing out new uses for wood by-products. Shows the part research
plays in discovering means of utilizing ail the products of wood, from
its basic component, cellulose fiber, to a waste product, lignin.
Source: 44-75-119-147-164-1S8

SCOUT IN THE FOREST

23 min-sd-color

Scout activities pictured include making camp, breaking camp, selecting- trees for removal, selecting seedlings for planting, planting trees,
and f i g h t i n g forest fires.
Emphasizes the importance of wood and
wood products and the responsibility of youth to discover new uses of
wood through laboratory experimentation.
Source: 22-75

SEABORNE CARGOES

12 min-sd-color

American Intercoastal shipping.
Sources: 98-201

SEASONAL CHANGES IN TREES

11 min-16mm-sd-color

Changes that take place in the buds, flowers, fruit, and leaves; seeds
of white oak, elm, and soft maple, cherry, and white pine in different
seasons and different development.
Source: 1-24-44-60-71-73-75-86-94-11 9-126-129-131-147-163-177-179-180183-188

SEED DISPERSAL (Second Edition)

10 min-16mm-color

Illustrates the dispersal of seeds by "wind, water, animals, man and
mechanical means. Skillful use of time-lapse photography makes possible an accurate and fascinating record of the movement of seeds.
Source: 6-11-12-13-21-53-75-94-115-118-119-126-129-131-138-146-J47-1 61 162-163-165-174-177-178-179-180-183-192-198

SEEDS OF DESTRUCTION

10 min-16mm-color

Reveals the alarming extent to which man is depleting- the soil and
forest resources upon which his very survival depends. Recalls the
-wealth of America's original resources and contrasts this with the
tragic waste from devastating- forest fires, floods, erosion, and overworked land. Recommends effective conservation measures, but reminds us that little time remains for putting them into practice.
Source: 6-11-12-13-32-43-53-71-75-86-94-118-122-126-131-147-163-165168-175-176-177-179-180-184-185-186-198

SEEING IS BELIEVING
A film
for the
plywood
Source:

22 min-color

about wood. A day-dreaming Mr. Cheevy searches the past
perfect wood paneling . . . finally is convinced that modern
is Ms answer.
5-101

SEMPERVIRENS

30 min-sd-color

Shows how modern forestry works to save the redwoods.
milling and grading procedure for redwood.
Source: 27-71-163

Explains
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SHELTERBELT CARE AND MAINTENANCE (Slides)

37-color

Emphasizes the need for proper care of the shelterbelt. Gives suggestions for care and maintenance, including protection from insects,
gophers, livestock, weeds, etc.
Source: 178

3HOCK TROOPS

11 min-sd-B&W

The vital trole of the woodsman and mill man throughout our history,
and their especially important role in the war.
Source: 158

SIREN

12 min-sd-B&W

Film on forest fires, their causes and destruction.
Source: 202

SMALL SAWMILL, THE

20 min-16mm-sd-color-1954

Stimulates interest in more efficient production.
of small sawmill into a productive operation.
Source: 43-158

Shows transformation

SMOKE JUMPER TRAINING
Series of three films covering the program established for training a
smoke jumper.

Part 1—INDOCTRINATION

19 min-16mm-sd-color-1947

Explains to a group of Forest Service trainees the general principles and uses of parachutes and accessory equipment.

Part 2—GROUND TRAINING

18 min-16mm-sd-color-1947

Demonstrates the physical conditioning preparatory to and necessary for jum>p training. Also, shows how trainees get accustomed
to j u m p equipment.

Part 3—JUMP TRAINING

20 min-16mm-sd-color-1947

Demonstrates the techniques of jumping from planes and fighting
routine fires.
Source: 158

SMOKE JUMPERS

10 min-16mm-sd-color-B&W

Shows development of parachute fire fighters. Carries a good forest
fire prevention message.
Source: 33-36-75-100-113-141-151-158-163-178-182-187-190

SMOKEY BEAR FOREST FIRE PREVENTION
SERIES I

16mm-sd-B&W

1. ONCE UPON A TIME
Proper care with fire in woods.
2. IT'S UP TO YOU
Appeal for help in preventing forest fires.
3. DON'T BLAME LIGHTNING

4% min.
3 min.
1 min.

Rules of safety with fire in woods.
Source: 158

SMOKEY BEAR FOREST FIRE PREVENTION—SERIES II

16mm-35mm-sd-B&W-1952

Animated cartoons depicting forest f i r e prevention play on:

1. OLD MACDONALD

1 min.

2. ALOUETTE

1 min.

3. LONESOME ROAD

1 min.

Each trailer includes Smokey Bear, in animation, cautioning against
careless use of fire in the forest.
Source: 158
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SMOKEY BEAR FOREST FIRE PRE16mm-35mm-sd-B&W-1953
VENTION—SERIES III ("Pledge" Trailers)
Animated cartoon of Smokey Bear combined with live action scenes.
Smokey makes a direct appeal to everyone for help in preventing forest fires in three separate trailers:
1.

BREAK YOUR MATCH

40 sec.

2.

USE YOUR ASH TRAY

40 sec.

3. OBEY THE FIRE LAWS
Source: 158

1 min.

SMOKEY BEAR FOREST FIRE PRE16mm-35mm-sd-B&W-1955
VENTION—SERIES IV ("Jack-the-Flipper" Trailers)
Animated cartoon of Smokey Bear confronting Jack-the-Flipper with
the results of his carelessness with smoke and fires in the forest.
Shows the devastation resulting from forest fires and the need for
everyone to help prevent forest fires.
1.

SMOKEY WARNS FLIPPER

1 min.

2.

FLIPPER RETURNS

1 min.

3. SMOKEY HAUNTS FLIPPER
Source: 158

1 min.

SMOKEY BEAR FOREST FIRE PRE16mm-35mm-sd-B&W-1952
TION— SERIES V ("Little Boy" Trailers)
Animated cartoon. Smokey Bear discusses with a little boy the disastrous effects of forest fires:
1.

SMOKi.T.S FLOOD STORY

1 min.

2.

FOREST DISASTER

1 min.

3.

FIRE AND FLOOD

10 sec.

4. TREES TAKE TIME
Source: 158

20 sec.

SMOKEY THE BEAR
4% min-sd-B&W-1952
Eddy Arnold sings "Smokey the Bear" and reminds the boys on a
camping trip to be careful of fire.
Source: 1-13-33-43-87-94-107-113-115-123-141-152-158-162-168-169-176177-178-179-180-183-184-187-198
SNOW RANGER
15 min-sd-color-B&W-1951
Portrays facilities available on popular ski areas of U. S. Brief session with skiing class.
Source: 94-115-139-158
SNUFFY—SMOKEY BEAR'S PAL
Source: 158

4 min-16mm-sd-color & B&W

SODERHAMN CAMBIO BARKER
How the pocket chain pulpwood feeder delivers to the Soderhamn
infeed chain conveyor with hold-down arrangement for four feet and
five feet—three inch pulpwood, through the fast twenty-one inch
cambio barker, and onto the outfeed chain conveyor with same holddown arrangement. How pulpwood goes through the new Soderhamn
metal matic for demonstration of its sensitive metal detecting, dye
marking and warning signal operation.
Source: 88
SOUND OF AMERICA
24 min-16mm-color
Shows the forest management program in the southern pine forests.
Gives a complete story of how the trees are cut, transported, seasoned,
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dried, planed, and cut into proper size«. Shows some other uses of,
southern pine in America and how the forests are protected from fires.
Source: 72-134-152

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS—YOURS
FOREVER

30 min-sd-color-1949

Stresses importance of sound forestry practices. Shows swampland
and highland logging, production, handling, and seasoning of hardwood
lumber.
Source: 132-198

SOUTHERN PINES PAY

50 frames-B&W-1940

Illustrates uses cf various pines adapted to southern areas, explains
their values to farmers, and demonstrates the requirements of good
timber farming.
Source: 158

SPRUCE FOR BRITISH PLANES

16mm-sil-color

Logging for Sitka spruce on the Queen Charlotte islands, showing
railway, truck, and tractor operations, the building 1 of Davis rafts, and
the final inspection and grading of the lumber in the mill.
Source: 24

STATE PARKS AND FORESTS (Slides)

100

Unusual scenery found in Wisconsin's state parks and forests.
Source: 202

STOP FOREST FIRES!

10 min-16mm-sd-1936

Discusses the problems of the forest fire, with striking scenes from
recent major conflagrations.
Source: 87-92-131-158-165-179-183-184

STORY OF FINE HARDWOODS, THE

20 min-35mm-sd-color

Designed especially for sales training and class work.
Source: 57

STORY OF FORESTS, THE (Filmstrip)

33 frames-35mm-B&W

How we can have forests and use them too. Forests as vacation lands,
the home of wildlife, and the source of materials such as lumber, paper,
sporting equipment, cloth, etc.
Source: 115-123-148-183

STORY OF MAPLE SYRUP

9 min-sd-color

Shows the gathering, processing and other activities in the production
of maple syrup d u r i n g the spring, fall and winter.
Source: 32

STORY OF MECHANICAL PULPWOOD
PRODUCTION, THE

45 min-sil-color

Shows the use of chain saws and other sa.ws in falling trees and in
cutting log's and poles to proper length.
Source: 198

STORY OF PLYWOOD

10 min-B&W

Story of the various steps in the manufacture and grading of Douglas
fir plywood. Shows some of its common uses.
Source: 17-86-162

STORY OF PRESDWOOD (Filmstrip)

35mm

Development of Masonite products from experimental stage to present
day usage. Shows manufacturing process.
Source: 91

STORY OF THE FOREST

30 min-16mm-B&W

Emphasizes the immense importance of the forest for health and recreation, for its lumber, as a home for wild animals, and vital part it
plays in water control and soil erosion. A study of the work of the
Government in reforestation. Shows a raging forest f i r e in southern
California caused by man's carelessness, and the flood which resulted
from that fire's destruction.
Source: 85-92
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STORY OF WEST COAST LUMBER, THE
(Filmstrip)

66 frames-30 min-B&W

West Coast forest industry from mature timber thru harvesting, lumher manufacturing' and uses
Source: 148-197

STORY OF WOOD IN THE NORTHEAST, THE

30 min-sd-color

Shows woods and sawmill operations in Northeast with interesting
scenes in box and f u r n i t u r e factories, and in a wood heel plant.
Source: 131-148

STRENGTH OF THE HILLS

11 min-16mm-sd-B&W

How Lower Ohio Valley and Ozark Mountain people have come to realize the strength of the farms and forests.
Source: 75-115-131-158-162-169-177-178-180-183-184-187-194-198

SUCCESS FOREST FIRE

18 min-sil-color

Forest fire f i g h t i n g
Source: 25

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING FELT PERFORMANCE
Companion niece to FKLT APPLICATIONS.
Source: 2

SUWANEE PINE

18 min-16mm-sd-color

Shows method of harvesting the crude gum rosin from pines in the
South. Showy how the rosin is distilled, stored, weighed, inspected,
and packaged; also, uses.
S'ource: 75-1 6S

SWEDISH INDUSTRIES

22 min-sd-B&W

Deals with Sweden's agricultural lumbering, and mineral industries.
Includes scenes of the Plant Breeding Station at Svalov and of farmers
doing large-scale farming. Shows the felling of trees, transporting
of the logs to rivers, water routes to mills, sawmill operation, and the
m a n u f a c t u r e of paper products. Pictures the mining and manufacture
of iron, mining of silver, examples of Swedish silver, and the art of
glass blowing and of glass engraving.
Source: 75

TAKE IT AWAY

16mm

The history of .slings, t h e i r uses and d e t e r m i n a t i o n of rate capacities.
Source: 89

TALE OF THE REDWOODS

2 reels

A story of l i f e in the redwood forest.
Source: S6

TELEPHONE CREEK

25 min-16mm-sd-color-1942

Control of forest fires by parachute jumpers. Scenic background—
Forest Service Station at MeCall. Tells an exciting story of the training a smoke jumper receives. Winds up with a realistic dramatization of actual fire fighting on Telephone Creek, deep in the primitive
area near historic Roosevelt and T h u n d e r mountain.
Source: 169

TELLING TREES APART (Filmstrip)

44 frames-sil-B&W

Points out the i d e n t i f y i n g ' characteristics of some common trees and
shrubs.
Source: 60

10,000 FIRES

20 min-sd-color

Explains the causes of forest fires. Shows the damage resulting from
such fires, and stresses the need for forest fire prevention
Source: 149-158

TERMITE CONTROL

20 min-sd-B&W

Shows the reconditioning and protection of an apparently sound, but
termite infested dwelling. Explains the difference between termites
and ants (close-ups), how to recognize and repair termite damage,
control methods and how to contact a reliable termite control operation.
Source: 176
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TERMITES
The life cycle of the termite and how science copes with the problems
created by these social insects. Wood dwelling and earth dwelling
types, and how to d i f f e r e n t i a t e between termite damage and fungus
damage.
Source: 95

TEXAS FOREST REGIONS

6 min-16mm-35mm-color-B&W

Shows how the state of Texas contains several different forest regions,
species of trees growing in each region and uses to which they are put.
Includes fire prevention message.
Source: 152

TEXAS TREE FARMER

8 min-sd-color

Describes requirements for certifying woodlands as a tree farm. Pictures awards. Stimulates membership in Texas tree farms system.
Source: 152

TEXAS WOODEN RICHES

2-2/3 min-16mm-35mm-B&W

Begins with the first step in the production of wood products, the
cutting of the tree, and shows many of the different, phases in the
processing of lumber until it becomes a finished product. Shows the
value, in money, that is derived from Texas forest products such as
paper, crossties and fence posts. Incorporates the need for fire prevention, reforestation and good woodland management so that Texas
forests will continue to be its wooden riches.
Source: 152

THEN IT HAPPENED

11 min-16mm-sd-color-1948

A documentary account of the 1947 Main forest fires which caused
losses of upwards of SO million dollars in property and natural resources and left ruin and desolation in their wake.
Source: 1-13-16-33-43-75-93-94-107-113-115-126-142-152-158-162-163-165168-176-178-179-183-184-187-192-194-198-202

THERE'S MORE THAN TIMBER IN TREES

33 min-16mm-sd-color

Shows the effect of forest cutting" practices on labor, the need for a
nationwide forest program to stop destructive cutting.
Source: 126-148

THIRTY YEARS OF LOGGING

22 min.

Shows the changes from one logging method to the next over a period
of the past t h i r t y years.
Source: 168

THIS ABOVE ALL

13% min-16mm-sd-color

The story of roofs as designed d u r i n g various architectural periods,
with particular emphasis on contemporary design showing the various
materials used in roof construction and particularly the use of insulating roof deck slab in contemporary design.
Source: 77

THIS IS LUMBER

21 min-col —

Beautiful story about our western forests of f i r , hemlock, spruce and
red cedar. Their countless uses as lumber, and our farsighted conservation practices.
Source: 98-126-197

THIS IS YOUR FOREST

9 min-sd-color

Story of a ranger explaining to two Boy Scouts the purposes of his
district. Northwestern Lake States Forests.
Source: 158

TI-JEAN GOES LUMBERING

16 min-color-B&W

A French-Canadian folk tale about the fantastic exploits of a mysterious little boy who one day rides into a winter logging camp on a big
white horse. Film portrays typical life and work in a Canadian loggingcamp.
Source: 47-94-177

TIMBER AND TOTEM POLES

11 min-16mm-sd-color

Southeast Alaska timber-land and Indians restoring and conying totem
poles.
Source: 113-158-162-190
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22 min-16mm-sd

The contribution of Canada's forests to the war effort and their vital
part in the reconstruction following the war. Former exploitation is
contrasted with current forest conservation methods.
Source: 147

TIMBER GROWING TODAY

2 reels-15 min-sd-color-1947

A representative forest industry considers its outlook in terms of
growing timber and the livelihood of its employees. Shows beautiful
mountain forest scenery.
Source: 149-158-171-184

TIMBER HARVEST

10J/2 min-sd-color

Modern lumbering practice in Michigan.
Source: 93

TIMBER IS A CROP

20 min-color

Scene laid in Maine. Forestry practices illustrated apply under New
York conditions. Chief feature—a record of the spring- log drive down
one of Maine's rivers. Shows several mechanical developments in logging and emphasizes t h a t good forest practices can assure continuous
cash for farmers.
Source: 25-43-87-142

TIMBER RESOURCE REVIEW
1. Film—TRR
4V 2 min-16mm-sd-B&W
For TV use. A shorter review of the color film.
Available on free loan from Forest Service, Washington, D. C.

2. Film—TRR

6% min-16mm-sd-color

Based on major points made by the preliminary report.
on free loan from any Forest Service Regional Office.

3.

Slides—TRR

Available

26-2x2-35mm-color

Covers the same ground as the movie with more statistical
information.
Source: 152-178

TIMBER RESOURCES REVIEW

6 min-16mm-color

An analysis of what is good and what is bad concerning the managreof commercial forest lands in U. B. Kmphasis on needful practices on
private forest lands.
Source: 158

TIMBERLAND REVELS

10 in.

A musical and tap dancing short, featuring solos and a chorus against
a b a c k g r o u n d of lumbering 1 solos.
Source: 161

TIMBER-R-R

16mm-sd-color

Showing modern h e a v y - t y p e coastal logging in British Columbia and
the value of t i m b e r to our provincial economy.
Source: 24

TIME FOR DECISION

3 min.

Prepared by Mr. L,loyd Bemis and a section of his picture talk "Time
for Decision." Sponsored by the Pulp and Paper Foundation. Designed
to interest high school students in the pulp and paper curricula at
the University of Maine and thereby help to meet the demand of the
paper industry for more trained personnel.
Source: 174

TIME-LAPSE STUDIES OF GROWING TREES

10 min-color

Features close-ups of the opening leaf and flower buds of several common trees. Two sequences show the change from flower to fruit (silver maple and cottonwood). and the dramatic dispersal of seeds, and
the germinating seed from which the young is born.
Source: 43-115-148-163-177

TL-6 WASHINGTON TRAKLOADER

10 min-16mm-sd-color

Shows TL.-6 at work on two northwest logging shows in Washington.
Source: 196
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TOMORROW'S TIMBER

19 min-sd-color

Tells the story of Canada's timber resources and lumber industry.
Shows how timber is made into plastics, planes, and houses, and how
forests affect the water supply for agriculture and hydroelectric power. Emphasizes the importance of preventing destructive forest fires.
Source: 75

TONGASS TIMBERLAND

20 min-16mm-sd-color

Story of the Tongass National Forest in Alaska.
Source: 158-160

TOPOGRAPHIC MAPPING BY PHOTOGRAMMETRIC METHODS

90 min-16mm-sd-coloi-

Shows technical procedures used by the Geological Survey in making
topographic maps by multiplex methods. Operations shown include
the running of basic control surveys and the establishment of supplemental control; procurement and processing of aerial photography:
preparation of diapositives for stereoscopic mapping;: field completion
surveys and the preparation of the map manuscript for reproduction.
Source: 159

TRACTORS FOR WOODLANDS OPERATIONS
Contains three segments, the first one showing an unusual 4-foot pulpwood operation where chain slings are usec! on the sleighs to facilitate forwarding and unloading at the mill. The crawler tractor supplies the power to pull these sleighs across the frozen ground. The
second segment shows a tree length skidding operation in which a
winch is used on the tractor. Shows piling 8-foot pulp for forwarding
by use of the blade on the crawler. A special log clamp is also shown.
The third section demonstrates the use of trailing racks loaded with
4-foot pulp and follows them down the mountains of Quebec to the
frozen ponds where the pulp remains until spring.
Source: 82

TRAKLOADER

8 min-sd-color

Model TL-15 Trakloader loading from right-of-way, traveling, yarding,
and loading on a Pacific Northwest show.
Source: 196

TRANSPLANTING PINE SEEDLINGS

color

Shows and describes following steps:
1. Preparing land
2. Heeling-Tn
3. Handling seedlings
4. Transplanting seedlings
Source: 38

TRANSPLANTING SHRUBS, EVERGREENS,
AND TREES

30 min-sil-color

Shows every step necessary for success in landscaping home grounds.
Uses nursery stock, native materials growing- in fields and woodlot,
and shrubs from the neighbor's garden.
Source: 43-75

TRANSPLANTING TREES AND SHRUBS

33 min-sil-color

Shows every step necessary for success in landscaping home grounds.
Uses nursery stock, native material and garden shrubs
Source: 176

TREASURES OP THE FOREST

15 min-sd

Shows the c u t t i n g and transportation by sleighs, trucks, electric railways, and waterways of logs to the pulp and sawmills; cutting logs
into lumber and pulp wood; the manufacture of wood pulp, paper and
viscose; and the conversion of viscose into rayon fibers
Source: 183-184-192

TREAT WOOD RIGHT

20 min-sd-color

Shows that properly treated wood has greater life than generally recognised. Shows t r e a t i n g e q u i p m e n t , preservatives, and experts that
serve the i n d u s t r y .
Source: 51-178
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29 frames-sil-captions-color-1956

Shows the origin and development of such Christmas customs as the
use of the Yule log, holly wreaths, mistletoe, candles, Christmas cards,
poinsettias, and star-topped Christmas trees.
Source: 81

TREE BANK

13 min-16mm-sd-color

Tree nursery activities, planting, cultivating, etc. Values of tree farm
to one family. Emphasizes economic values of farm woodlands.
Source: 1-33-43-87-94-100-113-115-131-139-141-162-163-164-176-178-183187-198

TREE FARMING

7 min-16mm-B&W

Points out advantages of tree farming. How to properly manage the
farm forest. How to become a tree farmer. How foresters estimate
board feet and income from a crop of trees.
Source: 178

TREE FLOWERS (Slides)

2x2-color

Most of them rarely seen, tree flowers are borne by the millions. We
see here that without flowers there would be no fruits and therefore
no seeds. Hig'hly magnified, the flowers and flower parts shown
should easily stimulate our interest to explore further this captivating
field.
Source: 148

TREE FRUITS (Slides)

2x2-color

Illustrates the seed-bearing' portions of some common forest, shade
and orchard trees. Broadens and clarifies concept of the word fruit.
Source: 148

TREE GROWS FOR CHRISTMAS, A

11 min-sd-B&W

Christmas tree in history and legend, and the story of the Christmas
tree today.
Source: 43-94-139-148-152-158-160-163-176-177-178-179-180-192-194-198

TREE IDENTIFICATION (Slides)

78-B&W

Leaves, branches, flowers, fruit and seed of many common Texas trees.
Source: 152

TREE IN A TEST TUBE, THE

1 reel-sd-color

Shows many things which are made of wood and the many uses of
wood. Shows tests new products are subjected to before they are offered for sale.
Source: 87-152

TREE OF LIFE

2 reels-16mm-sd

Theme of sustained yield management of forests and part forests play
in community prosperity.
Source: 13-75-87-100-123-126-141-147-158-179-184-194

TREE PLANTING

6 min-16mm-B&W

Shows actual planting of trees by mechanical and hand methods, equipment and tools to use, care of trees before planting- and how to plant.
Source: 178

TREE PLANTING AND LAND USE (Filmstrip)

35mm

How mistakes in land use result in loss of yields and soil, and how
ruined land may still be made useful with plantings adapted to site
and proper care as they develop.
Source: 107-152-158-169

TREE PLANTING FOR
CONSERVATION

47 fr-si-with captions-B&W-1954

Shows the type of land areas to be planted, kinds of trees best suited
to such areas, and exactly how to go about the planting 1 process.
Source: 195

TREE PORTRAITS

21 min-color

Beautiful portrayal of seasonal cycle and characteristics of principal
trees of northeastern United States. Shows leaves, buds, flowers, bark
and general contours of many evergreens and such others as the hick-
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ory, red oak, maple, and white ash. Exceptional close-up and timelapse photography of buds and flowers, peed dispersal, and leaf separation.
Source: 94-139-148-176-177

TREE TOP DAREDEVILS

16mm-sd-B&W

A spectacular demonstration of the hazardous job of topping and rigging- a spar tree, and of the loggers competing in special sports events.
Source: 24

TREES

20 min-color

Pictures depleting of forests and efforts to grow trees quickly. Shows
planting a,nd harvesting methods in use throughout the United States.
Source: 3-100-141-168

TREES AND HOMES

30 min-sd-color

Logging" and lumber m a n u f a c t u r i n g in Pacific Northwest and I n l a n d
Empire's good scenic spots.
Source: 21-33-115-139-201

TREES ARE A CROP

23 min-color

A demonstration of efficient woodlol management, showing- how a
farmer can make the maximum yearly income from this source. Gives
information on which trees to cut and advice on marketing.
Source: 24-47-94-139-148-178

TREES (BROADLEAF FOR BEAUTY AND
SHELTER (Slides)

36-color

Includes views of trees t h a t aro frequently planted in Minnesota.
Source: 178

TREES FOR TOMORROW

18 min-16mm-sd-B&W

Early American and modern utilization of wood.
Source: 1-11-12-33-43-65-87-94-99-100-113-114-122-123-138-139-140-141142-148-152-161-162-163-165-169-170-173-174-176-177-178-179180-182-184-190-192-194-198

TREES FOR VIRGINIA

6% min-sd-color

Shovvs the values, methods and practices of reforestation in V i r g i n i a .
Source: 194

TREES IN SOIL BANK (Filmstrip)
Source: 87

TREES OF TOMORROW

18 min-sd

Tells the importance of our renewable forest resources with emphasis
on the improved scientific management of tree-nroducing lands. Shows
both early American and modern utilization of wood; also, the importance of conservation to provide trees for tomorrow.
Source: 11-12-122-169-177-183-188-194

TREES OF VALLEY AND FOOTHILL
(Filmstrip)

44 frames-sil-B&W

Begins by telling of the buckeye tree of California and other trees
common to the western valleys and foothills. Included in the discussion are facts about the live oak and other oak trees of this region,
the madrone, adler, sycamore, cottonwood. and aspen trees.
Source: 60

TREES THAT REACH THE SKY

9 min-sd-B&W

Shows the lumbering of Sitka Spruce on the Pacific Coast, the manufacture of plywood, and the construction of plywood airplanes.
Source: 13-75

TREES TO LUMBER

10 min-sd-B&W

How modern wood-using industry grows and harvests trees as a crop
and processes them into lumber, plywood and o t h e r products for man's
use.
Source: 140-152-184
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TREES TO NEWSPAPERS

13 min.

Shows the process from wood pulp to the final caper used for newsprinting.
Source: 83

TREES TO PAPER

10 min-sd-B&W

The story of modern methods of making paper.
Source: 93-140

TREES TO TAME THE WIND

12 min-16mm-sd-B&W

Depicts the success of windbreaks, and shows effects on lives and fortunes of Great Plains people.
Source: 13-75-94-126-133-139-152-158-163-165-168-169-177-179-180-182183-187-192-198

TREES TO TRADE

31 min-sd-color

Covers all phases of lumbering—from the growing and harvesting of
trees, to the manufacture and use of products.
Source: 80-124-190

TREES TO "TRIBUNE"

35 min-sd-color

Shows the major activities involved in the production of the Chicago
Tribune—how pulpwood is gathered, and how newsprint paper is made
and the newspaper produced.
Source: 21-32-33-35-75-87-98-126 (available only in Indiana, Illinois,
Iowa, Michigan, Wisconsin, and eastern Missouri)—147-158161-173-177-179-192-198

TURNING FORESTS INTO LUMBER
Follows logs through sawmill and planer.
Source: 115

20 min-color
Shows salvage operations.

TWENTY-YEAR LOOK, A

18 min-sd-color-1951

Bad effects of burning off the woods to improve forage.
use practices change the landscape.
Source: 158

TWIGS AND BUDS OF DECIDUOUS TREES
(Slides)

How land-

2x2-color

Importance of twigs with their buds, leaf scars and other features in
identifying- deciduous trees.
Source: 148

TYPICAL TREES OF MANY LANDS
(Film strip)

30 frames-sil-B&W

Illustrates various coniferous and deciduous trees found throughout
the •world.
Source: 60

USA—PACIFIC NORTHWEST (LUMBER STATES)

20 min.

Pacific Northwest as an area rich in water power, good soil, fish,
rainfall, and lumber. Care of forests. Lumbering operations with
giant Douglas fir. Sawmill operations. Related plywood and paper
mills.
Source: 94

UPSHUR COUNTY'S WOODEN RICHES (Slides)

42-2x2-color

Benefits derived from proper forest protection and conservation. Designed primarily for use in Upshur County, but could also be used In
other northeast Texas counties with similar forestry conditions and
problems.
Source: 152

USE AND CARE OF BUCKSAW

12 min-16mm-sd-eolor

Training film in care of bucksaw.
Source: 25

USE OF FORESTS

10 min-16mm-sd-B&W

Types of trees and the myriad uses of forest products. The forests
as a home for wild animals and an important element in the conservation of water and land resources.
Source: 11-24-44-60-73-75-115-119-126-147-162-164-176-177-180-182-188192
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USE OP LOGS IN FARM BUILDINGS
(Filmstrip)

35mm-sil-B&W

Shows how logs are used in various types of f a r m buildings, both in
earlier times and now.
Source: 122

USE OF WATER ON FOREST FIRES

10 min-16mm-color

Training film designed to help trainers teach fire fighters the principles of conservative water use. Shows how simple props and demonstrations can be used effectively with the Forest Service publication,
"Water vs. Fire," as aids to group training.
Source: 158

USE YOUR ASH TRAY

30 sec-16mm-B&W

Fire prevention warning- to motorists about throwing b u r n i n g cigarettes out of automobile windows.
Source: 152

USING OUR FORESTS WISELY (Filmstrip)

53 frames

Depicts all the uses to which we can put our forests. Striking photography of parks, wild animals, watersheds, windbreaks, etc., plus a
history of our forests and how they helped our country to grow. Shows
the work of the Forest Service in protecting this American heritage
and how you can help.
Source: 148-183

VIGILANCE FOR VICTORY

5 min-sd

A plea for care when working or playing in the forests so that forest
fires won't be started. Links up forest preservation as essential to
winning the war.
Source: 184

VISION IN THE FOREST

5 min-sd-color

Features Vaughan Monroe and his family enjoying a camping- trip in
the forest. Shows how we can all cooperate with Smokey Bear to prevent fires from getting started in our forests.
Source: 43-176

WATER FOR THE WEST

25 min-16mm-color-1957

Shows how the forest and watershed scientists at the Forest Service
Experiment Stations are trying to find the best ways to increase the
yield of useful water without damaging- the soil and the other important resources of the national forests.
Source: 158

WATER ON THE FIRE

27 min-sd-color-1953

Most effective use of water in extinguishing various types of burningfuels in forests of eastern United States.
Source: 24-158

WATERS OF COWEETA

20 min-sd-B&W

Illustrates how the kind of management of our forests affects
flow of water i n t o streams.
Source: 43-75-94-148-158-170-194-202

WATERSHED

20 min-16mm-color

Shows the importance of good watershed management
role it plays in water control and soil erosion.
Source: 43-177-202

WATERSHED FIRE

the

and the vital

15 min-sd color

Demonstrates the most common causes of forest and brush fires, the
proper method of prevention and the very simple rules of self discipline
that ordinary citizens should know and practice. Also, depicts the
tremendous cost of such fires to the American public and the effect
that forest and brush fires have upon the water shortage of the nation.
Source: 65

WATERSHED WILDFIRE

21 min-16mm-sd-color-1957

Emphasizes the importance of immediate reseeding- of areas damaged
by wildfire to help prevent devastating- floods with the advent of the
rainy season. Help needed in support of fire prevention, fire detec-
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tion and f i r e control—to keep earth's green blanket on our western
watersheds and _
to keep water flowing to the people of the West.
Source: 158
Sour

WE MAKE A FIRE

16mm-sd-B&W

The story of a family's visit to a picnic grounds, showing the proper
way to build and control a f i r e in the woods, and the danger inherent
in careless h a n d l i n g of fire.
Source: 24

WEALTH OF THE WEST

17 min-16mm-sd-color

The story of nailed wooden vegetable shipping containers from forest
to box m a n u f a c t u r e r to packing sheds to supermarket.
Source: 203

WEB OF LIFE, THE

32 min-sd-color

Emphasizes the meaning and significance of a state of balance.
Source: 202

WESTERN LOGGING (THEN AND NOW)

19 min-16mm-sd-color

Scenes showing applications of caterpillar machinery in the logging
areas of northwestern United States. Shows steam and gas tractors
and the work they did. Compares early equipment with the wide
range of equipment available today.
Source: 30-102

WETLANDS

9 min.

Location of America's 120 million acres of wetlands. Types of water
control and methods of reclamation. The importance of leaving a
portion of submarginal land in its natural state for the production of
timber and preservation of wildlife.
Stource: 87-158-177-180

WHAT FORESTS GIVE (Slides)

color

Shows how forests benefit the average Texas citizen.
Source: 152

WHEN A FELLOW NEEDS A FORESTER

22 min-16mm-sd-color

Forest management. Value of using aid of graduate forester.
Source: 1-135-152-168-194

WHERE THERE'S SMOKE THERE'S
PROSPERITY

23 min-sd-color

Produced in conjunction with open house program and consists mostly
of economics of business.
Source: 153

WHICH HE HATH PLANTED

14 min-sd-color

Blending of music of Prairie View Choir with n a r r a t i o n of tree quotations front Bible.
Source: 152-158

WHITE PINE BLISTER RUST

20 min-16mm-sd-color

Shows area affected
Complete l i f e cycle of the rust alternate hosts.
How it enters and kills the w h i t e pines and effective control measures
Source: 24-43-75-94-113-115-126-147-158-163-165-169-178-184-190-198

WILDLANDS OF CALIFORNIA, THE

28 min-16mm-sd-color

Begins by s h o w i n g the part the wildlands of California play in the
state's economy. Gives a general picture of the activities of the Division of Forestry and is designed to acquaint the citizens of California
with an important part of their state.
Source: 163

WILDLIFE AND THE HUMAN TOUCH

19 min-16mm-sd-B&W

Shows characteristics of forest animals in their natural habitat and
management by forest service to make a better habitat.
Source: 1-13-43-75-94-107-113-123-148-158-162-176-177-178-180-183-194198

WILDLIFE AND TIMBER

6% min-16mm-sd-color-1957

Portrays the i n t e r e s t i n g m a n a g e m e n t relationship between wildlife and
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timber—how the cutting' of timber also improves habitat for deer,
quail, turkey and other wildlife. How Ocala National Forest in Florida, as well as other National Forests, federal, state and private agencies, cooperate in exploring ways to better manage the wildlife habitat
and the wildlife crop.
Source: 158

WINDBREAKS ON THE PRAIRIES

19 min-16mm-sd-color

Shows how the nrairie farmers in Canada would often ruthlessly cut
down the few trees that stood in the paths of their plows. Then a
period of d r o u g h t and high winds would destroy the topsoil. Shows
the experimental station maintained by the Canadian Government at
Indian Head, Saskatchewan, attempting to remedy this serious situation. Shows acres of young trees being cultivated and distributed to
make windbreaks.
Source: 75

WINTER HAULING OF PULPWOOD IN
THE NORTHEAST

24 min-sd-color

Depicts safety and training' in winter hauling- of pulpwood.
Source: 8

WINTER WONDERLAND

1 reel-sd

Illustrates winter sports on national forests, such as skiing, snowshoeing, and skating-.
Source: 162-192

WONDER WOOD, THE

21 min-16mm-sd-color

The story of wood—its many matchless qualities, its few weak points,
and how they are eliminated. The story of pressure wood preservation.
Source: 116

WOOD FIBERS TO PAPER

20 min-16rnm-sd-color

Source: 148

WOOD FOR WAR

18 min-sd-color

A short, interesting- film in beautiful color showing the part that wood
plays in winning- wars. Emphasizes the new civilian uses of wood so
that strategic materials can be released for war effort. Makes plea
for care to prevent forest fires.
Source: 184

WOOD HANDLING SAFETY (Slides)

30 min-35mm-B&W

Proper methods of handling- pulpwood from pile to chippers.
Source: 25

WOODEN DOLLARS FOR NEW HAMPSHIRE

25 min-16mm-sd-color

A motion picture outlining a program to increase the production of
New Hampshire's forest lands.
Source: 130

WOODLAND MANNERS

19 min-16mm-sd-B&W

Shows necessary sanitary measures, carefulness with fire, and manners in the use of our National Forests.
Source: 24-33-43-107-113-115-139-148-158-160-163 (Berkeley only)-165176-178-184-187

WOODLOT MANAGEMENT (Slides)

12-color

Treatment and management of farm woodlot. Results of proper thinning- and proper control of underplanting. Set is adapted to the northeastern section of the state where coniferous trees are more abundant.
Pictures taken in St. Louis county and the Cloquet Experiment Station.
Source: 178

WOODS AND A WAY, THE

3 reels-16mm-sd-color

Shows how farm woods provided a way for a southern family to meet
an emergency and build for a better life. Trees helped get money for
an operation on little Bobby.
Source: 1-X7-135-158-168-194

Bibliography of Forestry Films
WOODS OF HOME, THE (Filmstrip)
Deals with the areas of truly virgin
Source: 60-198
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82 frames-color-guide-1955
timber.

WOODS OPERATION OF BRUNSWICK PULP
AND PAPER COMPANY

45 min-16mm-sil-color

General interest i n c l u d i n g some forestry.
Source: 26

WOODS TO GOODS

20 min-color

Produced by the Gulf States Paper Corporation in Tuscaloosa, Alabama. Presents the paper-making industry.
Source: 161

WOODWORKER, THE

10 min-16mm-sd-B&W

Shows the woodworking industry, the skill which it requires, and how
to get the necessary training:.
Source: 12-13-32-75-115-119-147-163-]80-183

WOODY (Filmstrip)

48 frames-35mm-color-guide

A story told in cartoons of the untold losses suffered by mankind from
fire in our forest lands. General theme—"Keep America Green.
Source: 148

WOODY SHRUBS FOR LANDSCAPE AND
PROTECTION PLANTING (Slides)

41-color

Leon Snyder and Marvin Smith have made a tape to go with this slide
set. Made primarily for use by agents in showing types of landscape
plantings and shelterbelts for use on farms and city lots. There is
also a syllabus which can be used. Please indicate which you prefer
when requesting booking. Ext. Bui. 196 and 267 could be used with
this set.
Source: 178

WOODY
1.
2.
3.

WOODPECKER CARTOONS
OPERATION SAW DUST
TERMITES FROM MARS
WHAT'S SWEEPING

Source:

10 tnin-B&W

183

WORKING WONDERS WITH WOOD

17 min-16mm-sd-color

The story of modern glued laminated structural timbers, from the
woods to the finished products in use. Shows manufacturing processes
in a glued laminating plant, loading massive wood arches and beams
for shipment and their erection intr, various types of modern buildings.
Source: 125

WORLD BEHIND A WATERMARK, THE

33 min-sd-color

Paper m a n u f a c t u r i n g from the nurseries through shipping and p r i n t ing.
Source: 106

WYOMING RANGE MANAGEMENT

15 min-sil-color

Made by the Range Management Committee at the University of Wyoming. Shows Wyoming: ranges and gives advice as to range management.
Source: 192

YARDING LOGS

21 min-color

A safety training film designed to instruct both new and experienced
loggers in the proper and safest means of moving logs from where
they have fallen to the landing. Demonstrates setting up a new area
for yarding; rigging the spare tree and hauling lines; setting the choker, and yarding in the logs. Emphasizes the positive approach to each
problem. A good film for public relations showings, acquainting the
public with one phase of the logging operation.
Source: 124-143
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YOUR CAREER IN FORESTRY
Source:

18 min-16mm-sd-coloi-

124

YOUR CAREER IN THE PAPER INDUSTRY

21 min-sd-color

Demonstrates b7 means of a n i m a t i o n and live scenes the vast scope
of the paper i n d u s t r y , and shows s t u d e n t s the complete rang-e of career
opportunities.
Source: 8

YOUR FOREST HERITAGE

18 min-color-B&W

A challenge to all who visit or work in Canada's woodlands, to preserve them from the scourge of fire. Scenes of undisturbed birds and
animals suggest the beauty and serenity of the woods—until a carelessly dropped match or a h a l f - e x t i n g u i s h e d campfire starts a holocaust
of charred skeletons of once-proud trees. Urges every human precaution to prevent this r e c u r r i n g tragedy and shows what the Federal
Forestry Branch and trained fire fighters do to safeguard this forest
heritage.
Source: 2 4 - 4 7

YOUR FRIEND THE FOREST
(KEEP IT OR DESTROY IT)

6 min-16mm-sd-color-1954

A field trip on film designed for use in primary and middle grade science units on conservation.
Source: 11-12-24-33-53-57-75-94-13 I-147-165-177-180-182-183-188

YOUR FUTURE IN TREES

20 min-16mm-sd-Kodachrome

Primarily a vocational film, showing the importance of trees, particularly to home surrounding's, and illustrating how ornamental trees
may be kept healthy, strong and attractive by means of skillful work
done by trained men. Shows in detail the selection and preliminary
training of men for this type of work, as well as the further educational and special school features that are provided in preparation
for positions of increasing responsibility in this unusual outdoor profession.
Source: 46

YOUR SAFETY IN TREES

25 min-16mm-sd-Kodachrome

A safety film devoted primarily to safety hazards that may be encountered by professional tree men in working in shade trees of various
types and sizes. Includes use of ladders, shinnying, rope climbing,
rope throwing, safety knots, working safety ropes, procedures when
working near utility wires, and safe methods of descent. A dramatic
presentation of dangerous work being handled with skill and safety.
Source: 46

Bibliography of Forestry Films
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UTILIZATION:

LUMBER, PAPER, PLYWOOD

Building a Home with Western Pines
Building your own boat
Coating paper the Appleton way
Coming out of the woods
Deep roots
Designed to go places
Engineered timber construction
Fabricating the western pines
Faces and figures
Faces and figures
50,000 windows
From tree to newspaper
From trees to paper
Glued laminated wood arches
Great white trackway
Harvesting of timber, the
Homes unlimited
How to finish plywoods
How we get our paper (filmstrip)
In your hands (Filmstrip)
Inside story of a good home, the (Filmstrip)
Let's remodel wfEh western red cedar
Life with paper
Living with wood
Lumber for homes
Lumber for houses
Magic of lumber, the
Mahogany—Wood of the ages
Making a striated plywood lamp
Making books
Massapequa story, the
Mill operations of Brunswick pulp and paper company
Miracle in wood, the
Miracle of paper, the
Modern kitchen ideas and more room at home
Modern masterpieces in mahogany
New Horizons for wood
Operation attic
Paper
Paper and I
Paper and pulp making
Paper and Scott paper company
Paper forests
....
Paper in the making
Paper made for you, the
Paper making
Paper, pacemaker of progress
Paper—The gift of TS' Al Lun
Paper work
Paperboard packaging
Papermaking at Hammermill (Filmstrip)
Papermaking-tiny fibers from tree trunks (magnetic tape)
Plywood
Plywood fleet, the
Plywood on the farm
Plywood—the miracle in wood
Prefabrication with plywood
River of paper
.. ..
Saw timber

21
21
23
23
24
.. 25
26
26
26
26
.. 28
.. 33
33
.. 34
34
35
... 36
37
37
38
38
39
39
40
40
40
41
41
41
41
42
43
43
43
43
43
- 44
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
48
48
48
48
48
50
.. 51

Bibliography of Forestry Films
Seeing is believing
Sempervirens
Story of fine hardwoods, the
Story of plywood
This is lumber
Time for decision
Trees for tomorrow
Trees to lumber
Trees to "Tribune"'
Turning forests into lumber
Wonder wood, the
Wood fibers to paper
Wood for war .
Woods to goods
Working wonders with wood
World behind a watermark, the
Your career in the paper industry
UTILIZATION:

69

___
__

51
51
54
54
56
.57
60
60
61
61
64
64
64
65
65
65
66

OTHER FOREST PRODUCTS

Apple harvest time
Around a gum tree
Baseball bat .
Bird building materials
Buildings for tomorrow .
Christmas gifts from trees (magnetic tape)
Christmas tree industry
Container on wheels, the
Designed for living
Down to casings
Extra forest dollars
From tree to sugar (Maple syrup in Vermont)
Hardboard—Advantages and uses in homes (Filmstrip)
Hardboard for 1,001 uses (Filmstrip)
Harvest in a hurry
Helping America deliver the goods
How rayon is made
How we get our rubber (Filmstrip)
Magic box, the
Making maple syrup (Filmstrip)
Making maple syrup
Maple sap to maple syrup .
Maple sugar
Maple sugar time
Maple syrup and sugar .....
Masonite magic at Ukiah
Picture story of Malaya and natural rubber (Filmstrip)
Production of maple syrup (slides)
Production of maple syrup, the (Filmstrip)
Professor was a salesman, the
Santa's foresters
Story of maple syrup
Story of presdwood (Filmstrip)
Suwanee pine
This above all
- Tree and other traditions
Tree grows for Christmas, A
Trees to newspapers
Trees to paper
Use of logs in farm buildings (Filmstrip)
Wealth of the west

19
19
20
20
21
23
23
24
25
25
26
33
35
35
35
36
37
37
41
41
42
42
42
. .. 42
42
42
47
49
49
49
50
54
54
55
56
59
59
61
61
62
63
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TREES

American trees (Filmstrip) American walnut
Common broadleaf trees of Minnesota (slides)
Common evergreen trees of Minnesota ^slides)
Conifer trees of the Pacific Northwest
Famous forest trees (Filmstrip) .
Famous trees in the United States ..
How to identify common trees (Filmstrip)
How to know the conifers (slides) ...
How trees help us
Identifying common trees (Filmstrip)
King spruce
Miracle of. the trees ..
Plants get ready for winter (Filmstrip) ..
Redwood saga
Redwood trail (Filmstrip)
Seasonal changes in trees ..
Seed dispersal (Second edition) .
Telling trees apart (Filmstrip) Time-lapse studies of growing trees ..
Tree flowers (slides) Tree fruits (slides)
Tree identification (slides) Tree portraits
Trees (Broadleaf) for beauty and shelter (slides)
Trees of valley and foothill (Filmstrip) Twigs and buds of deciduous trees (slides)
Typical trees of many lands (Filmstrip) -

.. 19
19
23
23
. 24
27
.. 27
.. 37
__ 37
37
37
39
. 43
_. 48
50
50
.. 51
51
55
57
.. 59
59
59
59
60
60
.. 61
-.61

FOREST FIRES
Aerial freight delivery series
(Cargoing and loading, Cargo dropping)
Alouette Babes in the woods ..
Bob Jackson, guardian of the pineywoods
Break your match
Building the fire line
Burn brush safely
Burn trash safely
Burning Texas dollars ..
Cargo retrieving
Common errors in fighting forest fires
Crimes of carelessness
Days of a tree
Bead out
Don't blame lightning .
Don't let it happen
Election day
Enemy is fire, the

. 19
- 19
.20
.. 21
21
.. 21
.. 21
22
.. 22
22
- 23
.. 24
24
.. 24
.. 25
.. 25
.. 25
26

Fighting fire in West Coast woods (slides)
Fighting forest fires with hand tools ...
Fighting forest fires with power pumps Fighting large fires in brush and grass ..
Fia-e call
Fire in the forest
Fire! Patty learns what to do .
Fire weather .

. 28
- 28
.. 28
28
28
.. 28
.. 28
.. 28
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Fire weather
.. 28
Firemen training slides series ..
.. 29
Flipper returns
.. 29
Forest fire fighting in the south
.. 30
Forest fire fighting with hand tools ..
.. 30
Forest fire suppression
. 30
Forest fires delay victory
30
Forest resources (Filmstrip)
31
Forest smokechaser
.. 31
From Lookout mountain
33
Frying pan and the fire, the ..
33
Grass and brush fire fighting ..
.. 34
Great fire
34
Happy hunting (slides)
35
Havoc
36
Headling fire
: 36
Hold that line—with dirt
.. 36
Hunter fire prevention
37
It's fun preventing forestry fires (slides) ..-..,
- 38
It's no picnic
38
It's up to you
.. 38
Little Sinokey
40
Look to the forest
40
Maine's warden force
41
Management of men in forest fire fighting .
.42
Men, women and children
.. 43
Most dangerous combination, A
.... 43
Obey the fire laws
.. 44
Oklahoma forestry
.. 44
Old Macdonald
.. 44
Once upon a time
44
One lick method of fighting forest fires
. 44
One match can do it
44
Only a bunch of tools
44
Pine ways to profit
47
Pines for profit
47
Prevent forest fires
- 49
Protect our forest resources
. 49
Protecting our forests from fire (Filmstrip)
49
Protectors of the outdoors
49
Rural fires
50
Siren
- 52
Smoke jumper training .
.. 52
Smoke jumpers
.. 52
Smokey Bear forest fire prevention series I .
., 52
Smokey Bear forest fire prevention series II
, 52
Smokey Bear forest fire prevention series III ("Pledge" Trailers)
53
Smokey Bear forest fire prevention series IV ("Jack-the-Flipper"
Trailers)
.. 53
Smokey Bear forest fire prevention series V ("Little Boy" Trailers) .. 53
Smokey the Bear ..
53
Snuffy—Smokey Bear's pal ..
. 53
Stop forest fires!
.. 54
Success forest fire
.. 55
Telephone Creek .. 55
10,000 fires
- 55
Then it happened
.. 56
Twenty-Year look, A ..
.. 61
Use of water on forest fires ..
.. 62
Use your ash tray ..
.. 62
Vigilance for victory .
62
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Vision in the forest
Water on the fire
Watershed fire .
Watershed wildfire
We make a fire
Woody (Filmstrip)
Your forest heritage
LOGGING AND SAWMILLING
American sawmill, An
Axe man, the
Axemanship
Boys do the talking, the
Cambio barker
Cant gang story, the
Care and use of the bucksaw
Care of axe
Chain saw safety pays off
Chain saws pay off on the farm
Chain saws turn trees into money
Corley cost cutting trio, the
Cowichan log
Do it with E's
Doorway to happiness, the
Easier ways of logging
Falling and bucking timber
Falling timber
Flatboatmen of the frontier
Flatboatmen of the frontier (Filmstrip)
Forest and the woodsman
Forest treasures of Sweden
Forests of the future
From trees to lumber
Harvesting the coastal forest
Harvesting the forest crop in Minnesota
Harvesting the Western Pines
Harvesting trees in west coast forests (slides)
Hauling logs
Helpful hints in preparing pulpwood
Horse sense
It's not the axe, it's Joe .
Ladysmith experiment
Land of timber
Lumber mill, the (Filmstrip)
Lumbering
Lumbering and railroads .
Lumbering—Canada: A regional study
Lumbering era in Michigan history
Lumbering in the Pacific Northwest
Lumberman, The
Mechanized logging demonstration
New Paul Bunyan, the
On the trail of Pilot Rock Pine
Packaged power for pulpwood profits
Passing of the punkin pine
Pulp and paper from Canada
Pulpwood logging
Romance of mahogany, the
Romance of Pierre and Marie, the
Roseburg story, the ....
Safe logging

62
62
62
62
63
65
66
19
20
20
21
22
. 22
22
22
... 22
22
22
24
24
25
25
25
27
27
29
29
80
-....
31
32
33
35
36
36
.. 36
36
36
.. 37
38
39
... 39
... -10
41
..41
41
41
41
.41
42
44
.. 44
45
46
49
49
. 50
50
.50
50
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Sawyers, the
Shock troops
Small sawmill, the
Soderhamn Cambio Barker
Spruce for British planes
__
Story of mechanical pulpwood production, the
Story of west coast lumber, the (Filmstrip)
Story of wood in the Northeast, the
Take it away
Thirty years of logging
Ti-Jean goes lumbering
Timber harvest
Timber is a crop
Timber-r-r
Tl-6 Washington trakloader
Tractors for woodlands operations
Trakloader
Treasures of the forest .
Tree top daredevils
Trees and homes
Trees that reach the sky
Trees to trade
Use and care of bucksaw
Western logging (then and now)
Winter hauling of pulpwood in the Northeast
Wood handling safety (slides)
Woods operation of Brunswick Pulp and Paper Company
Yarding logs

73
51
52
52
53
54
54
55
55
55
56
.. 56
57
-.... 57
57
57
58
58
58
60
60
60
61
61
.. 63
64
64
65
.. 65

GENERAL FORESTRY
ABC of forestry
..... 19
Big timber
20
Brazilian rain forest
21
Colour of life, the
23
Enchanted forest, the
26
Enchanted river, the
26
Forest botany (Filmstrip)
30
Forest fights, too, the
30
Forest ranger
31
Forest ranger (Filmstrip)
31
Forest ranger today
31
Forestry and forest industries
31
Forestry and nature study (Filmstrip) ..
32
Forestry in geography (Filmstrip)
.32
Forests at work .....
.. 32
4-H Forestry camp
33
God's country
34
Golden axe
34
Guardians of the forest
35
Guardians of the wild
35
Honest woodsmen
36
It's a tree country
38
Law of the timber
39
Manual training and forestry (Filmstrip)
42
Men of the timberland
43
Mike gets a hot story (magnetic tape)
43
Monarchs of the forest
43
Opportunities for training and employment in agriculture, forestry,
and veterinary medicine (slides)
45
Our forests and what they mean to us (Filmstrip)
45
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People, products and progress: 1975
Piece of wood, A
Promise of the trees ..
Rainbow valley
Snow ranger
Tale of the redwoods
Texas forest regions
This is your forest
Timber growing today
Tomorrow's timber
Tongass timberland
Tree in a test tube, the
What forests give (slides)
Winter wonderland
Woodland manners
Woods of home, the (Filmstrip)

„

46
47
49
.. 50
53
.. 55
56
56
57
58
58
59
63
.. 64
64
65

INSECTS AND DISEASE
American elm for beauty or beetles
Balsam Fir management—Spruce budworm problem (slides)
Battle of the beetles
Battle of the budworm
Budworm city
Chestnut blight (Filmstrip)
Common insects (slides)
Controlling the spruce budworm
Destructive invader
Dutch elm disease
Enemies of the forest (slides)
Evil alliance, An
Fighting the tree killer
Forest tent caterpillar, biology and control (slides)
Fungus plants
Gypsy moth
Insect catchers of the bog jungle
Japanese beetle, the
King of the soft woods
Oak wilt
Our white pine heritage
Paul Bunyan had a son
Return of the pines
Termite control
Termites
White pine blister rust
Woody woodpecker cartoons

19
20
20
20
21
23
23
24
25
25
26
26
28
31
33
35
38
.. 38
38
44
45
46
50
55
.. 56
63
.. 65

SEASONING AND PRESERVATION
Better fencing
Block that termite
Firebrake
Longer life for wood
Most in posts, the
Piling farm lumber
Pole inspection and maintenance
Pole type buildings cut farming costs
Put it on poles
Save with treated posts
Treat wood right

..';

—

20
21
29
40
43
47
48
48
49
51
58
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MANAGEMENT—SILVICULTURE
Activities of the T. F. S. (slides)
19
Birth of a southern pine
20
Developing pedigree trees
25
Farm and the farm woods, the (Slidefilm)
27
Farm forestry extension in the U. 8. (filmstrip)
27
Farm forestry in the south
27
Farm woodlot management
27
Firm foundation, A
.. 29
Forest management (slides)
30
Forest nursery activities
30
Forest road maintenance
31
Forest that lives forever, the ..
..... 31
4-H forestry (slides)
33
Future forests
.. 34
Green frontiers ..
34
Handling and planting pine seeding (slides)
35
Harvesting pine timber
35
Improve and protect Illinois farm woodlands (filmstrip) ..
38
Indian mound and the pines
38
Lonnie's new crop
40
Making the most of your woodlot (Filmstrip)
42
Mechanical tree planters
42
New forests on idle acres .
.. 44
Operation of a forest nursery
45
Pines from seedlings
47
Pineywoods story, A (slides) ..
.. 47
Planning farmstead shelterbelts (slides)
47
Planting farm forests in Illinois
48
Planting pine seedlings
48
Planting prosperity
48
Propagation of trees and shrubs by vegetative means (Filmstrip) .. 49
Pruning southern pines (Filmstrip)
49
River run
50
Scout in the forest
51
Shelterbelt care and maintenance (slides)
52
Sound of America
53
Southern hardwoods—Yours forever
54
Southern pines pay
54
Texas tree farmer
56
Texas wooden riches
56
Transplanting pine seedlings
58
Tree bank
59
Tree farming
59
Tree of life
59
Tree planting
59
Trees
60
Trees are a crop
60
Trees for Virginia
60
Trees in soil bank (Filmstrip)
60
Trees to tame the wind
..-- 61
Upshur county's wooden riches (slides)
61
When a fellow needs a forester
63
Wildlife and the human touch
63
Wildlife and timber
63
Windbreaks on the prairies
64
Woodlot management (slides)
64
Woods and a way, the
64
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CONSERVATION—RANGE AND WATER MANAGEMENT

Adventures of junior raindrop ..
19
Arteries of live (Living earth series part III)
19
Blessing's of grass
_. 21
Bounty of the forest
21
Chaparral
23
Chaparral, the elfin forest
23
Community forests, a local asset (Filmstrip)
23
Conservation road
24
Conservation today abundance tomorrow
24
Elementary conservation series, the ..
25
Everyman's empire
.. 26
Facts about our forests, Part I—Forest types of Eastern United
States (Filmstrip)
27
Facts about our forests, Part II—Forest types of Western United
States (Filmstrip)
27
Facts about our forests, Part III—Products and conservation
(Filmstrip)
27
First job, the—Conservation
29
Forest and conservation, A
29
Forest and its importance, the (Filmstrip)
29
Forest conservation
30
Forest conservation (Filmstrip)
30
Forest grows, the ..
.. 30
Forest produces, the
30
Forest, soil and water
31
Forestry and human welfare (Filmstrip) 32
Forestry in Texas (slides)
32
Forests and conservation
32
Forests and men .
32
Forests and people
32
Forests for the future ..
32
Forests forever
32
Forests of the United States (Filmstrip)
33
Free horizons—The story of our national parks and forests ..
33
Future forest in the making, A
33
Grass and cattle
34
Greatest good, the
34
Green gold
35
Green harvest 35
Importance of water
37
Land changes, the
39
Let's focus on the forest (slides)
39
Let's visit our forest (slides) ... - 39
Life at the timberline (Filmstrip)
39
Life in the forest
39
Life of a tree, the (Filmstrip)
39
Lifeblood of the land
.... 40
Living forest, the
40
Living forests, the
40
Lumber states
40
My conservation reserves acres
43
New dawn in an ancient forest, A
43
Out of the woods ..
45
Pulpwood for today and tomorrow
49
Range reseeding
— 50
Seeds of destruction
..51
Story of forests, the (Filmstrip)
54
Story of the forest
54
Strength of the hills
55

Bibliography of Forestry Films
There's more than timber in trees .
Timber front
Tree planting and land use (Filmstrip)
Tree planting for conservation
USA—Pacific Northwest (lumber states)
Use of forests
Using our forests wisely (Filmstrip)
Water for the west
Waters of Coweeta
Watershed
Web of life, the ..
Wetlands
.,.
Wildlands of California, the
Wooden dollars for New Hampshire
Wyoming range management
Your friend the forest (Keep it or destroy it)
Your future in trees
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56
57
59
59
61
61
62
62
62
62
63
63
63
64
65
.. 66
66

MISCELLANEOUS
Avalanches to order
Care and preservation of trees ..
Caution—Men in trees
Clearing the way
Coconut tree—Source of wealth .
Felt applications (Slidefilm)
Florida's forest ranger school
Forestry camp ..
Forests, the
Gift of green, tl-.s
Good business
How lumber is measured
How to plant a small shade tree
In partnership with nature
Paul Bunyan (Filmstrip) ..
Paul Bunyan and the blue ox
Plant speaks through leaf analysis
Plant survival ..
Plant traps—Insect catchers of the bog jungle (Second edition) .
Preparing for careers in forestry (slides)
Rain forest, the (Filmstrip)
Re-creation
Science and wood utilization
Seaborne cargoes
State parks and forests (slides)
Suggestions for improving felt performance
Swedish industries
Timber and totem poles
Timber resource review
Timber resources review .
Timbciiand revels
Topographic mapping by photogrammetric methods
Transplanting shrubs, evergreens, and trees
Transplanting trees and shrubs
Trees of tomorrow
Where there's smoke there's prosperity
Which he hath planted
Woodworker, the
Woody shrubs for landscape and protection planting (slides)
Your career in forestry
Your safety in trees
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ADDENDA
BUILT FOR LIVING

26 min-16rrm-sd=-color

The story of a house and how it was built for the Conways, a typical
American family, who dreamed planned and at last realized a home
built especially for them and their kind of living^

Source? 134
CANADIAN PORCUPINE, THE

15 min-I6mn-sn=color

Porcupines may cause a great amount of damage to the lumbering industry as well as to certain farm crops- Type of food consumed in
foujr seasons of the year*
Source;

205

CARELESS CRIME, THE

13 min-16mm-sd.-B&W

The film deals with the individual's financial responsibility for causing forest fires through wilful,, negligent, OT intentional acts^ An
attempt was made to impress people with the fact that fires are investigated by modem investigative methods-, The film is not avail=
able for loan to TV stations or other media outside of California,
Sconce,

214

CLIMATE AS YOU LIKE IT

13Vi« iln" 16mm- s 6V- c ol or

A condensed version of the fls Pyofessor" r without the c'a is room scenes
and especially produced fo: television showings^
Source. 77
CONSERVATION VISTAS

14 min- 16rrm~sd-color

This film is specifically designed for teachers,- school administrators,
and school boards
The film presents classroom and outdoor activities that add interest to the teaching of conservation^ Teachers are
introduced to a wide variety of conservation experiences, from those
found in thei;,- everyday environment to the more ambitious programs
of school forests and school conservation camps c
Source

158

FOREST SERVICE ENGINEER

24 min 16mm sd color B&W

This is the story of the Forest feervice engineersmen who share with
forest rangers the responsibility of managing, protecting, and develop
ing the resources of the National Forests^ They design and supervise
the construction of all forest roads and trails. This picture tells the
story Joe Evans and Bill Drake,
Forest Service engineers. It
describes how they feel about the challenge of the job and the oppor
tunity to work for their fellow Americans*
Source

158

FOREVER LIVING FORESTS THE

27 msn 16mm sd cof.or

Shows where and haw redwood graws f redwoods managed as a forest
crop, redwood lumber is produced and used ».n industry and for com?
mercialy school, church and residential structuresSource

27

FROM FOREST TO FIRESIDE

35 min

< 6mm sd B&W

Origin, conversion and use of the products of Ponderosa Pine- The
work being done by the Research Laboratory of the Western P.ne
Association is illustrated.
Source,

199

GREAT DEAL MORE

A

19 m i n ^ s d color

Depicts the uses of TractoLoaders, Features on the spot scenes
showing the TL 20-D TranctoLoader and TL 16 TractoLoader in
action.
Scource

3

GREEN LIGHT FOR PROGRESS

15 min 16mm sd color
230 meters long

Brief descriptions of photogrammetry by users of Witd equipment in
England, Norway., Australia, Jerusalem,. Thailand and United States.

Source

l~209

HOLD THAT FIRE

5 min

Forest fire prevention film emphasizing the potential treachery of any
brush or trash fire, and ways to keep it under control-,
Source

213

I N T E R N A T I O N A L LOGGING

10 min 16mm sd B&W

Industrial equipment in northwest United States logging operations.)
Source

79

IT PAYS TO BE TRAINED

20 min 16mm sd color

This film is one of a series of three being prepared to give instruction
in training foi~ woods operation s^
Source

206

L E T ' S LOOK AT T R E E S

23 min 33 1/3 RPM color

Shows the accidents and damage which may result to persons and pro
party from diseased and weakened tiees- Explains various types of
tree hazards and suggests m e a s u r e s for their prevention-,
Source

207

LUMBER

42 fr-siJ CD!C?

Describes California s lumber industry, Shews the felling of trees;
the cutting, transporting., and stacking of logs,, and various operations
at the sawmilJlj, including cutting l o g s into cants, trimming., grading
and stacking 'umber for seasoningo
Source

208

MAKING MAPS THE E F F I C I E N T WAY
Source

2 reess

209

MECHANIZED TRAIL EQUIPMENT

27 miii 16mm sd color

An in-service training film showing tfie safe and proper operation of
mechanized trai' graders and winches- This equipmentis especially
developed for foi-est trai! constmclion and maintenanceSource

158

NEW D8 SERIES H

THE

The film fo.'.lows development of the new tractor from the engineers
drawing boards through research testing at proving grounds and on the
job sites- On the .job sequences indicate that the new tractors features
pay off in performance on .'and clearing,, push loading and heawy con
struction j o b s - See Cateipillar dealersSource

30

OUR PUBLIC LANDS

28 min 16mm sd color

The film emphasizes the important role of our public lands in the past,
present, and future development of the Nation s land and resource base.
It traces the history cf our public lands by showing how the public
domain grew.
Source 210

PHOTO CANADA

32 min 16mm sd color

The mapping of the northwest by the Royal Canadian Air Forces by
means of aeroplanes flying over the region and taking overlapping
photographs which, when fitted together, form an accurate map,
Source

104

PRESCRIBED BURNING IN THE SOUTH

25 min 16mm sd-color

(A fire training Elm)
An in Service training film designed to inform foresters and fire suppres
sion crews as to the objectives, planning, execution, and benefits of
correct prescribed burning in Southern pine Coasta.1 Plain forests^ Pre
scribed fire, properly planned and executed, is a usefuJ management
tool* Among its benefits are control of undergrowth- reduction of fire
hazards, improvement of wildlife habitat, and control of brown spot
in young longleaf pinee It also helps in the preparation of seedbeds.
Source

153

PRESIDENT PLANTS A TREE

THE

7 min

sd

color

The White House has special significance for aj] Americans,, Each
President has l e f t his mark upon his country s official
residenceSome of the finest contributions to its beauty are the trees which our
Presidents have planted on the White House grounds,- A number of
these trees, whose plantings coincide with historic events, are shown
in their present day splendors Here, in turn. President Eisenhower
plants the tree of his selection for future generations to enjoySource

158

REPORT ON THE GIANT

17 min sd color

Reports on work being done by Cat D9 tractors, throughout the United
States, Shows the giant of the crawi&rs at work on tough jobs, bull
dozing, ripping, pushing and skidding logs-, See Caterpillar dealer.
Source 30
RESOURCE SURVEYS

20 min 16mm-sd=B&W

A film now in production will deal with aerial surveying employed to
map soil, forest, and mineral resources of an unexplored territory t It
will describe the scientific and statistical methods used and explain
how these may be used to discover the resource potential of un
developed regions.
Source

104

SCIENCE SPINS A YARD,

25 min-16mm-sd color

General information film that tells the story behind rayon, the first
man-made fiber. Dramatized historical scenes are interwoven with
scenes of a modern textile research laboratory;
Source

211

SILENT KILLER

12 min 16mm sd color

Choice spruce and fir forests are attacked by the spruce budworm. a
silent killer that can wreck a forest. This film shows a control pro
ject in southern Idaho, carried out by Federal and State agencies co
operating with affected landowners,, They bring this epidemic undex
control by using airplanes for spraying, and following carefully laid
plans of foresters, entomologists, and other scientists.
Source:

158

SPARE THAT TREE

IS min 16mm-sd B&W

Shows a new process in the lumber industry, demonstrating the use of
a machine which strips the bark from *ogs five feet in diametp;r r
thereby conserving large amounts of Jumbeiv

Source

121

STORY OF THE FOREST

40 min 16mm sd B&W

Describes the vital part the forest plays in water control and soil,
erosion,, The value of the forest for recreation, the depletion of the
forests by man s greed and thoughtlessness, and his efforts to re
build the forests c
Source

212

THERE COMES A TOMORROW

27 min 16mm sd coJor

This fi'm demonstrates the need of stimulating community wide con
cern for effective forest Ere prevention measu>es ; A part time farmer
learns ; the hard way about the need for precaution in burning debris.
His neighbors leave their own work to fight a forest fire started by his
carelessness. Before fire is controlled, it causes considerable damage
to property,- timber, andlani- They learn all must work together to keep
these fires from starting, if they want to retail community values*
Source

158
16 mm

TOMORROW'S TREES

This film brings to the screen the many modem techniques of pi-ogressive forest management^ Many excellent action scenes give you a close
insight into many phases of harvesting timber crops as well as produc
ing new crops of future forests,.
Source

98
20 min 16mm-sd-cc?or

TREES ARE A CROP

A film for farm audiences stating that trees are a basis part of the farm
economy and that management of the farm woodlot often determines the
genera! economic condition of the whole farm;
Source-

104

TREES BEST FRIEND A

20 min- 16mm

Documentary outlining forest management meihcds a small landowner
can use to make his woodlands more productive-Source

213

WOOD HANDLING IN MILLS IN THE

25 min 16mm sd^ color

APPALACHIAN REGION
This film presents briefly all methods being used in the pulp mill wood
yards of this region for handling wood, including unloading trucks, cars
and barges either into storage or into the system, reclaiming from
storage and handling into and out of barking equipmente This film will
be completed late in the springe (1959)
Source

8

WOODLANDS STORY

THE

25 min 16mm sd color

Scientific forest management in the northern forest., harvesting the tim
ber crop, river drive to bring logs to the milJ products manufacture
Umber production, nursery operation and reforestation, with some time
lapse photo graphs i
Source:

98

I

S O U R C E
205

U N I T E D S T A T E S FISH A N D W I L D L I F E S E R V I C E
Department cf )n:^r:or
W a s h i n g t o n . D- C

206,

C A N A D I A N P U L P A N D P A P E R ASSOCIATION
2280 Sun L i f e B - d g M c n t r e a l 2. C a n a d a

207,

A M E R I C A N T E L E P H O N E &-, T E L E G R A P H CO
Film Radi-; D i s p l a y D i v i s i o n
19 5 Broadway
N «w Y'.l-k N , Y ,

208,

JOHN W GUNTER
126 N o r t h E St.
Sari M a t en C a ^ i f

209

WILD H E E R B U R G
Main & C a n e ; t StP o r t W a s h . New Yc.-k

210.

D - r e . to f
B- L- MW S D. I >
Washington 25

D, C-

211.

ASSOC FILMS
Y o u n g Men s C h r i s t i a n As so.
N e w YPrk N Y

212.

VENARD ORGANJZAT'ON
7f
S, A d a m s St..
P eo vJa 2. IJ.' i n c i ^

2J3

FLORIDA BOARD OF FORESTRY
P. O, B ^ x 1200
T a l l a h a s s e e Ftoti.da

214,

DEPT OF NATURAL, RESOURCES
D i v i s i o n of f o r e s t r y
S a c r a m e n t o 14 C a l i f -

S I B L I O G R A P H Y OB" F O R E S T R Y F I L M S A N D F I L M S T R I P S
N

STEPHEN F

T

SAMS01,

A U S T I N STATE C O L L E G E

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY
Naccgd^ches

Texas

